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Something New ~ THE MACE
by Jody Guelzow
reprinted from an October 1953 article in the VU Magazine
Ed Note: The mace is still carried in processions at Valparaiso University.
On Sunday, May 31, 1953, a sterling silver,
gold and ebony ceremonial mace was
presented to the University as a memorial to
Louis Bangert by Olive Bangert Kurtz and
Edward Kurtz, his daughter and son-in-law.
It was carried in procession for the first time
at the Baccalaureate service by Dr. M.
Alfred Bichsel, Marshall of the University.
Designed by Florence Halter, the mace was
constructed by the company of which she is
an officer, the Associated Metalcrafts, Inc.,
of Philadelphia. The mace, 36 inches long
in its entirety, has a head of sterling, while
the seals and medallions on the head are of
gold. The shaft of the mace is ebony, with a
silver knob in the middle and a silver finial
at the end.
On the face of the head are four large seals
in gold. These are the seals of the
University, the seal of the state of Indiana,
Martin Luther's coat of arms, and the
Christogram ~ the Greek letters of Chi and
Rho. On top of the head are 12 small
medallions on which appear the symbols of
the various disciplines of the University and
several abstract concepts.
Among the disciplines pictured are the
humanities, law, engineering, the fine arts,
the physical sciences and the social
sciences. The abstract concepts symbolized
are faith, hope, charity, truth, wisdom and
patriotism. The flame of knowledge,
executed in gold, rises from the very top of
the mace.
A mace, originally a heavy spiked club for
breaking armor, has since become the staff
that is carried in front of a dignitary as a
symbol of authority.
TH£ aUlLC DEVOTIONAL
EDITOR'S NOTE: Because our faith and renewal
of that faith are such an important part of each of
our lives, it seems only fitting to your Editor that
there should be a section in the Bulletin devoted to
the study of God's Word or material that could be
used as individual or chapter devotional material.
This edition's contribution was done by Marian
Yunghans, President of the Northwest Corner
Chapter, Bellingham WA
Marian's note: "And above all these put on love"...
as I read the Bible passage that encompasses the
meaning and purpose of our 1990 Guild Convention,
I look into my own life to draw the full meaning of
this passage.
"I take the moment to look back...
... to remember
... to meditate."
I invite you to join me."
And above all these put on love, which binds
everything together in perfect harmony. - Col. 3:14
I stretch forth my arms and cry to the Lord
My voice trembles with pain.
My body is weary and yearns for His comforting
touch.
I live my days without comfort and sleep my nights
in the blackness of hell.
I look at the world with discouragement and in return
am rejected and lonely.
I am void and empty without His love
.. .without his mercy
.. .without his promises
.. .without his compassion.
I take this moment to look back...
.. .to remember
.. .to meditate.
I recall the wonders of two souls uniting in
marriage...
.. .traveling through the sea of life
.. .capsized in storms
.. .windblown
.. .exhausted in the battle of survival.
Marian Yunghans, President, Northwest Corner
Chapter
I recall the wonders of those tumultuous years of
indescribable pain...
.. .of suffering
.. .of living with the memory of a lost child.
I recall the wonders of sufferings and death and
rebirth.
I recall the wonders of God's love unfolding in my
life...
.. .the awesomeness of His mercy and love...
.. .the haven and comfort He offered to a body
whose very
.. .heart
.. .and soul
.. .that had been torn asunder.
You are indeed the God who works miracles...
.. .the God who brings forth life
.. .the God who guides us through storms
.. .the God who gives life after death
.. .the God of love, mercy and compassion
.. .the God who fulfills all his promises
.. .a God in front of whom I kneel!
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA!
I praise you Lx)rd because youhave restored my
soul.. .
.. .tears flowed
.. .1cried in anguish
.. .You reached out and touched me withyour
healing hand.
My body ached with sorrow and remorse...
.. .1begged for peace
.. .Youreached out and touched me with your
healing hand.
I was afraid...
.. .1called out into the nighL ..
.. .You reachedout and touched me with your
healing hand.
Fear and blacknessoverwhelmed the night...
.. .Light and joy arrived with the bureting of dawn
.. .thelone songof thefirst birdbrought promise,
comfort and peace
.. .You have protected me from the world and from
myself
.. .Youreachedout and touched me with your
healing hand.
I will boldly...
.. .sing your praises!
.. .dance for joy!
.. .pray with all my being!
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA!
+++++++++++++++++
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Office Staff 1-r: Esther Kruger and
Sharon Hersemann
As your Executive Director travels to meet with Guild
chapters, there are numerous occasionswhenprayers are
given or thai are received in the Guild office following a
special event. The example below may enhance the
devotional offeringsfor other chapters.
Father, we thank you for this opportunity to gather
and to fellowship with our Executive Director and
with other Guild members in our area.
We rejoice in Creation'sbeauty and the signs of new
life all around us ~ the freshness and the fragrance
of blossoms and new leaves on the trees; the myriad
blooming spring flowers. We thank you.
We ask that this morning's time together might give
each of us a new zest for Valpo Guild activities. As
a seed planted in the garden shoots up through the
earth and produces fruit, so we pray for enablement
to do a little at a time ~ and to do all for your glory.
We ask your blessing on each family represented
here — and pray that this food will nourish and
sustain us.
In Jesus' name.
Jan Stubenrauch, Pres.Boulder Chapter
Given at Brunch meeting of Colorado chapters
May, 1990
Bette Froehlich and Esther Kruger hold
picture of So Heldbrlnk that vrilJ be placed
in Heidbrink Hall.
Report of the
Guild President
Marilyn Krueger
In the name of that Christian love which
binds everything together in perfect
harmony, welcome to this Convention. We
are delighted to have so many of you here.
For 59 years this sorority of sisters in the
faith have been meeting here on campus.
We are drawn together by our common
belief that higher learning can take place in
the reflection of the cross. On many
campuses this could not be done; in fact to
many, religious education is an oxymoron, a
contradiction in terms. In our society many
believe that the pursuit of higher learning
and religion must be compartmentalized,
that there is no harmony to be achieved. We
praise God that all here at Valparaiso
University can confess that Jesus is Lord
without compromising the pursuit of
knowledge. Daniel Webster said it best,
"Whatever makes men good Christians,
President Marilyn
Krueger addresses
the Convention.
makes them good citizens." That was in
Plymouth MA in 1820.
At this Convention you will be making
decisions which could affect us well into the
nineties and beyond. As I reported to the
University Board in July, the Guild is a
unique organization. While many of our
members are alumnae, parents of students
and former students, well over one-third
have no obvious connection to the
University. We are predominantly Lutheran
(92% with LCMS and other Lutheran
bodies, according to those who responded to
the survey in the Bulletin). But we heartily
welcome members from other
denominations, and that number is growing.
The same survey shows that we are an
exceptionally highly-educated group, far
above the national average, with 88%
having obtained education beyond high
school.
You are highly committed with a sense of
our mission. Your responses this summer to
my question as to what your chapters do in
non-fund raising activities was nothing
short of astonishing. It is this immeasurable
aspect which demonstrates so aptly your
desire to be of service to the University. In
fact, 93% of you stated that service was an
overriding factor in remaining in the Guild,
with friendship and sociability also
receiving high marks.
It can be argued that some of our eagerness
to serve the University can be attributed to
our desire to look good in the Convention
booklet. How many of us turn to the
Chapter Contributions pages first to see how
we measured up? And then compare
ourselves with other chapters? That alone
does not explain our success in this our first
year of our five-year project for the
Performing Arts/Museum Center.
Our efforts in student recruitment are a
good example of the things we do which do
not show up in the convention book
statistics. Maybe it should. Last year we
made 5,937 Person-to-Person calls, more
than we have ever done, in response to the
crisis, precipitated by the drop in the high
school student pool. Of course, our efforts
do not stop with telephoning. Many of our
members participate in College Fairs when
the University's personnel is unable to
attend. Diablo Valley CA, Oregon Trail,
Northern Wginia, South Carolina, Nassau-
Suffolk, Middle Tennessee, San Diego, East
Central IL, Quad-City IL-IA, Chicago
Northwest Suburban, Midland, Battle Creek
and Saginaw MI chapters, just to name a
few, participate regularly in College
Nights/Fairs.
One Washington chapter (Northwest
Comer) actually organizes a College Fair,
distributes publicity to 23 churches, and
makes sure that Valparaiso University gets
top billing. Hudson-Mohawk NY wrote
that they are on the waiting list for their
local College Fair and will participate when
an opening becomes available. Meanwhile,
get this, they distribute VU catalogs to ALL
the high schools in Albany and Schenectady
counties. Many chapters, from Union
County OH to Detroit Suburban West to
Shawano WI make sure that all high schools
in their areas have VU catalogs.
You have also acquired confirmand lists
from churches. Some chapters, such as
Jackson MI give each confirmand a gift
imprinted with the VU logo. Many of you
work actively with youth leaders-
presenting VU videos, speaking about VU
and sponsoring informational sessions.
Medina OH, Diablo Valley CA, Saginaw
and Midland MI are just four chapters
engaged in working with youth groups.
Getting prospective students to campus is a
high priority for many of you. Rochester
and Buffalo NY, Northern Virginia, St.
Louis, Milwaukee, and Sheboygan sponsor
bus/van trips as often as is feasible. Many
of you do whatever possible to bring
students when coming to campus. One
chapter (Puget Sound WA) has an ongoing
project to help students, serious about
attending VU, in financing a plane ticket to
visit campus.
Also popular with many of you are pizza
parties and picnics for prospective students,
incoming freshmen, current VU students,
and their parents. Park Ridge, Central New
Jersey, Nassau-Suffolk, Appleton, Madison,
Milwaukee Suburban and Racine WI use
this means for disseminating information
about Valparaiso University.
Always a vital concern is Publicity.
Chapters in urban areas have a more
difficult task than their smaller city and
suburban counterparts. Sun City AZ,
Oshkosh WI, Buffalo NY and Northwest
Comer WA, for example, are able to get
space consistently. Saginaw MI and Quad
City IL-IA have had stories plus pictures.
Nassau-Suffolk NY sent our cookbooks to
the local newspaper editor, who used one-
and-a-half columns describing our books,
printing recipes, including one she called
"Valparaiso Fresh Strawberry Pie," giving
valuable publicity to VU. Appleton and
Naperville have also used the cookbooks to
get VU in the news.
You have been using your church
newsletters and bulletins to publicize
events. Other creative ideas cropped up in
your responses: placing displays at Pastors'
Conferences; taking calendars to high
school counselors; giving "The Church
Sings" tapes to local pastors.
Most of you mentioned sponsoring Valpo
Sundays-from Baltimore and Northern VA
to Santa Clara Valley CA; from Union
County OH to Park Ridge IL; from
Clintonville WI to Buffalo NY. Middle
Tennessee president Janice Norby wrote,
"We have only five members, but we
celebrate VU Sunday in three churches."
Some of you also hosted receptions this past
year for President and Mrs. Harre. Other
chapters hosted choir and other music
groups.
You obviously know what Valpo's needs
are; you go ahead and do them whether or
not you are recognized and applauded. You
are committed volunteers—volunteer with
the love which binds everything together in
perfect harmony.
Our "Reach for the Stars" effort is going
well; you will note the theater there with our
tickets in our proper seating areas. We want
you to pick up your tickets later, take them
home to your chapters; paste the circle on
the back of the season ticket you received at
Executive Council. Paula will explain the
details in her report. By the way, that
theater was built by an architect, Paula's
husband, and we thank him for the long
hours he spent in the construction of it It
will appear each year for another four years
of our five-year commitment.
Our Person-to-Person program has had a
commendable start with the new time
frame. Be sure to attend the Person-to-
Person breakfast tomorrow morning to get
all the details. Our country's pool of high
school students takes another dramatic dip
this year, which means recruiting students
must remain at the top of our priority list.
We'll need to think more and more about
additional recruiting tools, beyond the
phone calls. President Harre will address
enrollment as part of his message tomorrow
afternoon.
Another matter for us to address is that of
increasing membership. We hear from
chapters who say that aging is a factor. We
know much of this is caused by the very
fact that many of our younger women, for
whatever reasons, are working outside the
home. The sample responding to the survey
showed that our largest age group (29%) is
in the 50's, followed by 19% in their 40's
and 18% in the 60's. Both the 30's and 70's
categories claimed 12%. We need to reach
younger women, and toward that end, one
of the amendments offered this afternoon
will "gift" our graduating VU seniors with a
free year of membership in the Guild. I had
an interesting experience this summer as my
chapter prepared the decorations for the
banquet and decided to make it a surprise.
(Both you and I will see them for the first
time tomorrow night.) They had their
workshops for several months but, of
course, I was never invited. The good times
they were having were apparent, but I was
not a part of it. I realized that I felt left out
That experience made me think: Are there
women out there who would join to be part
of the group, but just haven't been asked?
Some may express reluctance at first,
especially if there are no ties to Valparaiso,
but persistence can pay. The survey showed
that 36% joined because a friend invited
them, another 26% because Mother invited
. • .are members because
someone invited them.
them~a total of 62% are members because
someone invited them. Our meetings must
be the kind itq one wants to miss in order to
entice those outside our fold.
You will be voting several times during this
convention—new officers, suggested Bylaws
changes, the Calendar Resolution, the
Christmas Card Resolution and the
Cookbook IV Resolution. It is on the latter
I would like to make some comments and a
brief explanation.
A few years ago we had hoped to give "8 in
88" - eight scholarships in 1988. However,
we didn't understand how endowments
work. $200,000 has been our magic
number and it is extremely important to
reach this figure! However, it needs to be in
place earning interest for at least three
years. The percentage put towards
scholarships is based on a three year
average of the market value of the
endowment. It actually takes about five
years after the figure we desire is in place
before the funds can actually be used. This
is a commonly recognized conservative
policy among universities. If we were at
$200,000 in our endowment right now, that
market value along with the following two
years would be used and a certain percent
of that would be available for scholarship
use in the fiscal year 95-96. We are doing
GREAT! The endowmenthas been growing
by leaps and bounds in the past three years!
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We had been below $150,000 and are now
close to $200,000. One thing we should
keep in mind as we consider a new
cookbook later in our meeting is the need to
increase our scholarships. You can see from
what I've just told you about Endowments
that planning and effort need to be in place
vears ahead of time. Total costs of an
education at Valpo have increased two-fold
in the last ten years. Ten years ago a $2,000
scholarship was 27% of the total cost
(tuition, room, board, transportation,
supplies, etc.), but today it is only 13% of
that total cost.
For all of these reasons we are offering a
Cookbook rv Resolution. Traditionally, a
new cookbook gives all our cookbooks
better sales.
As we raise the curtain on this convention, I
want to share with you a prophetic 1946
quote of Dr. O. R Kretzmann who had the
gift of expressing his faith and his feelings
about Valparaiso University in eloquent
form. It also captures what I see the Guild's
mission to be.
"The University under the sign of the cross
is the Daughter of the past and the Alma
Mater of the future. With roots deep in
Athens and Calvary, it offers the last and
best hope of a world in which the mistakes
of yesterday have become the tragedies of
today. As we begin to train generations
who will control the destiny of humanity
during the third millennium of Christian
history, we must never forget that their
world will be vastly different from ours. It
will be a world of new discoveries, of new
dangers, and of problems still unknown. It
is our task through high religion and great
teaching to make them worthy of the new
dawn which our Lord will surely give
them."
NewGuUdBoard I-r: front-Marlene Rakow,Secretary;
Bev Wick, 2nd Vice President; back: Diane Mathuny,
Treasurer; Paula Sauer, President; Barbara
RIethmeier, Ist Vice President; Janie Lichtfuss,
Executive Director
National Area Directors l^r: Judy Wolff (IX); Diane
Margenau (HI); Ann Louise Beese (D; Barbara
RIethmeier (Coor.); Betty Eckenfels (VUIR); Marilyn
Holmquist (V); Ruth Lewis (VUR); Barbara
McKissick (11); Martha Hessler (VIII); Linda
Lohrmann (IV); Sylvia Luekens (IVR). Not pictured:
Colette Irwin-Knott, (VII).
Professor John Steven Paul
And His Marvelous Troupe
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Rev, Mark Wilkins
I
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Report of the
University President
Alan F. Harre
Editor's Note: Because of President Harre's very busy
schedule, his Convention message was not available for
this issue of the Bulletin. The comments printed below
are the "reflections" ofyour Editor upon what President
Harre had to say. Although these will be a poor
substitute for President Harre's actual message, it is the
hope that you will be able to have some feeling for what
he said.
One of the highlights of any Guild
Convention is to have the opportunity to
hear the address of the President of the
University. This Convention was no
exception. Probably the main theme of
President Harre's address was that of
"community." He stated that there is
concern in American higher education that
we seem to have more and more difficulty
experiencing genuine community on college
and university campuses. One factor in this
is that colleges and universities have
President Alan F.
Harre
become increasingly more complex. In
recent months, the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching issued a
special report entitled Campus Life: In
Search of Community. The authors of this
report identified six characteristics which
they believe must be present if community
is going to be experienced. These six
characteristics, and an explanation of each,
are as follows:
1. A college or university is an education
ally purposeful community, a place where
faculty and students share academic goals
and work together to strengthen teaching
and learning on the campus.
2. A college or university is an open
community, a place where freedom of
expression is uncompromisingly protected
and where civility is powerfully affirmed.
3. A college or university is a just
community, a place where the sacredness of
the person is honored and where diversity is
aggressively pursued.
4. A college or university is a disciplined
community, a place where individuals
accept their obligations to the group and
where well-defined governance procedures
guide behavior for the common good.
5. A college or university is a caring
community, a place where the well-being of
each member is sensitively supported and
where service to others is encouraged.
6. A college or university is a celebrative
community, one in which the heritage of the
institution is remembered and where rituals
affirming both tradition and change are
widely shared.
President Harre reflected on each
characteristic and how each impacts
Valparaiso University. He also feels that
"community" is an appropriate theme
because it provides the University with
some direction as society seems to become
more and more schismatic and divisive.
The task before us is great if we are to
remain a community or develop more
wholesomely as a community.
The University has become more complex.
This is due, in part, because of what is
happening in society today. A critical issue
is that of resources. A big question is
whether you put your resources into faculty,
staff, students, into buildings, or into
programs? This question creates a constant
circle of argument.
President Harre spoke to the group about
enrollment figures. Last year the total
student body numbered 3,858 as compared
with 3,862 this year. However, the day-time
undergraduates, the traditional student on
which this University depends for its life,
number 83 fewer than last year. Last year
there were 3,243; this year there are 3,160.
If you break that out by the colleges, it
would look like this: Arts and Sciences -
2,056 last year, 1,995 this year; Business
Administration - 568 last year, 548 this
year; Engineering - 374 last year, 371 this
year. Nursing - 245 last year, 246 this year;
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Graduate Division - 137 last year, 165 this
year. Law - 444 last year, 499 this year. In
the Evening Division, which is designed
particularly for individuals in the
community, last year there were 34 and this
year there are 38. This implies that the non-
traditional student, the post 25 year old
student, is becoming more and more present
on college and university campuses.
President Harre continued that he feels that
we need to continue to talk about the nature
of community as a value. We will be better
together than we would be apart. There is
no gain if one wins and another loses. We
all win when one wins; we all lose when
one loses. He feels we are blessed by the
Judeo Christian heritage that makes it clear
that there are significant values in
community.
One directive the President had of those
present was that, when talkingto students,
. . .talk quality with them
rather than price.
he would like for us to talk quality with
them rather than price. He stressed that
Valparaiso University is a high quality
institution and we need to get into the
consumer's mind that he is paying for
quality.
President Harre expressed appreciation of
all that the Guild women have done and are
doing for the University.
There then followed a question and answer
period.
Tasha Gnewuch and Cindarae
Hupert, Chi Sigma Xi's,
present flowers to sorority
sister Paula Sauer, newiy
elected President of the Guild.
Guild Scholars ]*r: Amy Gebauer, Steven Easton,
Greg Haecker
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Paula Sauer receives the President's
"traveling plaque" from Marilyn
Knieger
Person-to-Person Contest Winner, Ann Louise Beese
receiving her "prize" from Barbara Riethmeier
Newly elected President
Paula Sauer with gift of
flowers from members of
her sorority.
The Great Festival Banquet
Banquet Toastmlstress Barbara Pahl with President
Marilyn Krueger
Retiring treasurer JoanneGatzand retiringsecretary
Kay Schuiz receive gifts at thebanquet while Barbara
Pahl and Paula Sauer look on.
ife? "i: /:'s
Hylda Burton, banquet speaker, with
President Marilyn Krueger
MaryLee Riley andBill Elfrig of
the Music Department entertain the
banquet guests.
Harriet and Rich Redman entertaining the
banquet guestswith their originalGuildsong
Report of the
Executive Director
Janie Lichtfuss
Madam President, Officers of the Guild,
Ladies of the Guild:
Good morning! What fun it is to have all of
you here. Your arrival on campus is truly
one of the highlights of our year. I know
that it is not always easy for you to get here
- with all the arrangements that must be
made at home and work - but the energy
and enthusiasm that happens when you ^
here is almost tangible. I know that I am
not the only one who benefits. So, I thank
you for making the effort necessary and all
of you can thank one another.
Can you believe it? It has been over a year
since I arrived on campus. That is hard to
believe. And barring any unforeseen
events, my husband Armin should be here
by the time of ExecutiveCouncil meeting in
Jaoie Lichtfuss,
Executive Director
February. I can hardly wait!
This has been a VERY exciting and busy
year and I would like to tell you just a little
bit about it. During the year, I made 32
visits to chapters and prospective chapters.
Of course, the other responsibilities of this
position were also done - the Bulletins,
Leaders. Calls, meeting planning, etc. But
some other things have happened too that I
would like to share with you.
First of all, as I have worked through this
year, it has become evident to me that I
could channel some of my energies into a
somewhat different direction. Our Area
Directors are given the task of developing
new chapters and they DO this when they
possibly can. However, as more and more
women have full time jobs, it is more and
more difficult for them to spend great
chunks of time away from home. This is
true of our own Area Directors, also. How
are they going to spend time away from
home and job "beating the bushes", so to
speak, to see if there are pockets of
interested people with an eye toward the
development of new chapters . First of all,
one must determine whether there ARE
pockets of interested people and then must
have the time to write, promote, and
encourage. Since MY job "outside my
home" is this position with the Guild, it
seems to me that the "beating of the bushes"
work is something I can do. When it looks
as though a group is ready to form into a
chapter, then it is time for me to turn them
over to the appropriate Area Director and
move on to another area of possible interest.
This approach has resulted in the very good
possibility of two new chapters and the
possible reorganization of another chapter
into several chapters. This just keeps telling
me that there are options for us if we keep
thinking creatively.
One other approach that I have taken this
year is something I find to be really exciting
and I hope all of you will too because it is
so obvious and so simple that it is almost
overlooked. Chapters have always been
interested in the mothers of new students
but I kept wondering how I could facilitate
that. This summer I asked Admissions for a
list of all the incoming freshman. From that
list, I took the names of the mothers of
housing-deposit-paying-incoming-students,
thinking that the commitment was pretty
strong if a housing deposit had been paid.
This resulted in approximately 750 names,
at that time. I sent each of these women a
letter telling a little bit about the Guild
enclosing a Guild brochure. How exciting it
has been to see these envelopes, containing
the little tear off part of the Guild brochure,
come into the office. Almost all of them are
checked "I would like to join the Guild"! I
immediately respond, telling which chapter
of the Guild is nearby and giving the name
and address of the president of that chapter.
Then, I send a copy of that letter to the
Chapter president encouraging her to
contact this prospective member. If no
chapter is nearby, I explain Four Winds
membership and encourage them to join in
that way.
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The result: we have had a number of
chapters who have commented that they
have new members because they followed-
up on the name I gave them in my letter. I
believe there may be one or two of these
new members who are here this weekend.
That is so very exciting and we are so happy
to have them. I simply cannot stress enough
how important it is for all of you to follow-
up on these prospects. I have a
responsibility; you have a responsibility. I
heard a story the other day. A little boy
went to his teacher and said, "I don't want to
scareyou but my Dad says that if I don't get
better grades, someone is going to get a
licking." You see, these women are not
saying "maybe I want to join". They are
saying "I want to join a Guild chapter". I
promise to keep the names coming to you
as soon as I receive them if you will
promise to follow-up and invite these
women to join your chapters.
I think it is important that all of you know
that this year I have been asked to serve on
two committees or councils. I was asked by
the Dean of the Chapel to serve on the
Chapel Council. This Council is asked for
advice and counsel and suggestions for what
is or is not going on in chapel ministry.
This is important work, I think. I was also
asked by President Harre to serve on the
University Level Strategic Planning
Committee and further asked by the
Chairman of that Committee, William
Karpenko, to serve as the Secretary. This,
too, is an important Committee, since
recommendations about the future direction
of the University come from that
Committee. This is IMPORTANT work, it
is ALWAYS hard work, but it is not always
FUN work. I also think strategic planning
is something the Guild should do and I
would encourage you to DEMAND that
your National Board do some strategic
planning. This does several things, one of
which is to provide a gridwork or guide
against which all decisions can be made,
whether as a Board or as individuals. It also
provides the opportunity for vision,
something I will talk about a little more
later.
I would like to tell you a little bit about the
theme and color that were used for the Call
and the Agenda. I always have such fun
putting these together. The Guild Board
decides on the Bible verse and then I go
from there. I had several possible colors in
mind for the Convention depending upon
the Bible verse chosen. When the verse
from Colossians 3:14 was chosen "And
above all these put on love, which binds
everything together in perfect harmony", I
knew exactly what the color should be -
Green! I Now let me tell you why I was so
sure.
When we built our home in Colorado, we
met with a young man to decide on items to
go in the house and one of these decisions
concerned carpeting. What kind and color
would we get? The young man suggested
we get one color of carpeting for the entire
house. One color?! How could we do that?
Hans wanted lavender walls in his room;
Kurt wanted blue walls; our bedroom would
have yellow walls; one bath would have
light green walls, another would have
yellow walls; and the main part of the house
would be in Antique White. I asked the
young man how we could ever find ONE
carpet color that would go with all of that
He looked at me, smiled, and very quietly
asked me to look out the window. He said,
"Mrs. Lichtfuss, God has found a carpet
color that harmonizes with every color
possible." He was right. I looked outside
and that beautiful green carpet of grass went
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with every color within my sight. Needless
to say, the carpet we chose for the entire
house was a lovely green. So, my decision
for the Convention was really quite simple
given the Bible verse. The green would be
the harmonizer.
Love is the common denominator in this
harmony and can really be compared to a lot
of mediums in the art world. I think of the
warp and woof in weaving. Perhaps the
warp is like love, the binding threads
through which the woof is threaded to make
the design. I think of the base coat of paint
put on a canvas on which all the other paints
are placed for a finished work of art. In
sculpture, I suppose the lump of clay is
really the common denominator from which
the form emerges. Or, in music, probably
the common denominator might be the
piece of music filled with notes that are
played and interpreted by so many
instruments and individuals. The hearts
seemed to me to be a universal symbol for
love and the one I chose to use for our
Convention. I realize that you are pretty
much captives to MY visual interpretation
of the theme but I hope my interpretation
has also been close to yours.
Now, back to "vision." I remember and
often think about something my father used
to tell me. We lived in Havana, Illinois, a
river town in Central Illinois. We were very
familiar with levees and flooding waters.
When floods came and people would work
atop that levee passing sand bags along,
from one person to the next, each person in
that chain was dependent upon every "link"
doing his or her part in order to get the job
done. And, each person had to be willing,
determined, and, yes, CONVINCED that he
or she could DO his or her part. Each
person in that long line was just as able
and capable as his or her neighbor and I
think, down deep, they knew that or they
would not have been there. So, when things
would seem tough for me or I would feel a
bit less confident about my ability to do
something, my father would say "Janie,
you're the best man on the levee." Now, this
did NOT mean I was BETTER than anyone
else. It meant that I had the ability to do
what I wanted or had to do if I made up
my mind to do it or wanted to do it badly
enough. He was also saying: Others may
put blocks in your path but don't put them in
your OWN path.
Although my father never used this word, I
think he was talking about this thing called
vision - that challenging of yourself to do
something you never thought was possible.
We look at this project before us and are
overwhelmed at our Chapter goals. Or, we
look at the membership in our chapters and
throw our hands up in resignation. Or, we
look at our Person-to-Person efforts and
think there is nothing we can do to get more
young people to campus as students. We
have already been working at the top of our
capability, haven't we? We have already
done all that we can do, haven't we? There
just aren't any more ideas out there, are
there? How can we possibly do anything
more in any of these areas?
As I prepared for Convention and thought
and prayed about this report to all of you,
my thoughts just did not seem to come
together. Es and Sharon can tell you this is
true but they just kept saying, "It will
come." Oh, there were some thoughts there
but they just didn't seem pertinent. One
phrase in particular that kept rattling around
in my head was "become like little
children". But surely that didn't have
anything to do with the Guild Convention
and my report. So, I didn't pay attention to
it. I didn't listen. But the Lord was
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persistent and there it stayed! What WAS
the Lord trying to tell me?
Then, early in September, as I was reading
the newspaper, a story jumped out at me as
though it had been printed in large letters,
bold type. The story was about a new book
written "for out-starting upstarts of all
ages". It was about encouraging us to find
the potential and success that lies within
each of us. I HAD to see that book. When I
found it, I finally realized why the phrase
"become as little children" had been there in
my head. Indeed, the Lord HAD been
talking to me. I just hadn't realized it until
then. In a moment, you will understand too,
I think.
I would like to share the book with all of
you "out-starting upstarts" and hope that
you will hear the message contained there
as we challenge ourselves and "out-start"
into this Guild year. Listen carefully
because, although the words and rhymes are
"catchy", they also contain quite an
important message.
(OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO! by Dr. Seuss.
Copyright (c) 1990 by Theodor S. Geisel and
Audrey S. Geisel. Reprinted with the permission
of Random House, Inc.)
Congratulations! Today is your day. You're off
to Great Places! You're off and away! You have
brains in your head. You have feet in your
shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you
choose. You're on your own. And you know
what you know, and YOU are the guy who'll
decide where to go. You'll look up and down
streets. Look 'em over with care. About some
you will say, "I don't choose to go there." With
your head fiill of brains and your shoes full of
feet, you're too smart to go down any not-so-
good street. And you may not find any youH
want to go down. In that case, of course, youH
head straight out of town. It's opener there in
the wide open air.
Out there things can happen and frequently do
to people as brainy and footsy as you. And
when things start to happen, don't worry. Don't
stew. Just go right along. You'll start happening
too. OH! THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!
You'll be on your way up! You'll be seeing
great sights! You'll join the high fliers who soar
to high heights. You won't lag behind, because
you'll have the speed. You'll pass the whole
gang and you'll soon take the lead. Wherever
you fly, you'll be best of the best Wherever you
go, you will top all the rest
Except when you don'L Because, sometimes,
you won't
I'm sorry to say so but, sadly, it's true that Hang
ups and Hang-ups can happen to you. You can
get all hung up in a prickle-ly perch. And your
gang will fly on. You'll be left in a Lurch.
You'll come down from the Lurch with an
unpleasant bump. And the chances are, then,
that you'll be in a Slump. And when you're in a
Slump, you're not in for much fun. Un-
slumping yourself is not easily done.
You wiU come to a place where the streets are
not marked. Some windows are lighted. But
mostly they're darked. A place you would
sprain both your elbow and chin! Do you dare
to stay out? Do you dare to go in? How much
can you lose? How much can you win? And IF
you go in, should you tum left or right. . . or
right-and-three quarters? Or, maybe, not quite?
Or go around back and sneak in from behind?
Simple it's not, I'm afraid you will find, for a
mind-maker-upper to make up his mind.
You can get so confused that you'll start in to
race down long wiggled roads at a break-
necking pace and grind on for miles across
weirdish wild space, headed, I fear, toward a
most useless place.
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The Waiting Place. . .for people just waiting.
Waiting for a train to go or a bus to come, or a
place to go or the mail to come, or the rain to go
or the phone to ring, or the snow to snow or
waiting around for a Yes or NO or waiting for
their hair to grow. Everyoneis just waiting.
Waiting for the fish to bite or waiting for wind
to fly a kite or waiting around for Friday night
or waiting, perhaps, for their UncleJake or a pot
to boil, or a BetterBreakor a stringof pearls,or
a pair of pants or a wig with curls, or Another
Qiance. Everyone is just waiting.
NO! That's not for you! Some how you'll
escape all that waiting and staying. You'll find
the bright places where Boom Bands are
playing. With banner flip-flapping, once more
you'll ride high! Ready for anything under the
sky. Ready becauseyou're that kind of a guy!
Oh, the places you'll go!
There is fim to be done! There are points to be
scored. There are games to be won. And the
magical things you can do with that ball will
make you the winning-est winner of all. Fame!
You'll be famous as famous can be, with the
whole wide world watching you win on TV.
Except when they don't. Because, sometimes,
they won't.
I'm afraid that some times you'll play lonely
games too. Games you can't win 'cause you'll
play against you.
All alone! Whether you like it or not. Alone
will be something you'll be quite a lot. And
when you're alone, there's a very good chance
you'll meet things that scare you right out of
your pants. There are some, down the road
between hither and yon, that can scare you so
much you won't want to go on. But on you will
go though the weather be foul. On you will go
though your enemies prowl. On you will go
though the Hakken-Kraks howl. Onward up
many a frightening creek, though your arms
may get sore and your sneakers may leak. On
and on you will hike. And I know youll hike
far and face up to your problems whatever they
are. You'll get mixed up, of course, as you
already know. YouH get mixed up with many
strange birds as you go. So be sure when you
step. Step with care and great tact and
remember that Life's a Great Balancing Act.
Just never forget to be dexterous and deft. And
never mix up your right foot with your left.
And will you succeed?
Yes! You will, indeed! (98 and 3/4 percent
guaranteed.) KID, YOU'LL MOVE
MOUNTAINS!
So.. .be your name Buxbaum or Bixby or Bray
or Mordecai Ali Van Allen O'Shea,
you're off to Great Places!
Today is your day!
Your mountain is waiting.
So... get on your way!
I would like to thank Dr. Seuss and his
book, OH. THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!.
and also to thank all of you for all you do
for the Guild and the University. You're
terrific!
Editor's Note: Please understand that
special permission was obtained from
Random House, Inc. to reprint the text of
OH, THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!.
There can be no further reproduction of
the text in any form.
A ' J
Matthew Cillick, son of Diane Cillick,
President of the Northern New Jersey
Chapter, and grandson of Hazel Bimler,
member of the St. Louis Chapter
And we had babies
attend.. .
Christiana Redman, daughter of
Harriet and Rich Redman, Appieton
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IN MEMORIAM
Eleanore Recla, a member of the Sun City
AZ chapter, died April 17, 1990.
On April 26, 1990, Elta E. Bluemlein
died. She was a member of the Saginaw
MI chapter of the Guild and at one time
served as secretary of the Michigan State
Unit
Norma C. Klausing died during this past
year. She was a member of the
Cincinnati Chapter OH
At the end of June, Zalaire Fellows, a
member of the Milwaukee Suburban
Chapter, died of an aneurysm at the age
of 49.
Doris Wennerstrom, daughter of Past
National President, Louise Drews, sister
to Marlis, and wife of Pastor Robert
Wennerstrom, died July 1990. She was a
member of the Rochester NY Chapter of
the Guild.
Leonard, husband of Clara Aumann, died
this Fall after a long illness.
Our prayers are with all who have
suffered losses. May all feel the nearness
and comfort of Our Lord.
Editor's Note: Your Editor realizes that there have
no doubt been others within our Guild Family who
have died recently. Their names were not omitted
intentionally. If chapters will keep the national
office informed, names will be included in future
Bulletins.
Isr YEAR=
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ENDOWMENT
Treasurer Joanne Gatz keeping assembly
in suspence with her treasurer's report.
The "Guild Theatre" with everyone seated.
Secretary Kay Schulz reading
the correspondence
Convention Over Coffee
Pamela Sieving, Reporter
First-timers, old-timers, some of us back
again after years of absence, we gathered in
Valparaiso again this September to celebrate
and sing. We celebrated the University of
which we are all, in some way, a part; we
celebrated the Guild, with its many
committed members and leaders and do-ers;
we celebrated, too, the love of our God,
Creator, Redeemer and Sanctifier, which
makes what we do possible and fruitful.
Celebration is always somewhat tempered
by thoughts of what might have been. The
Friday morning devotions, led by Dr. Walter
Keller, still with the voice that I remember
from Chapel services 24 years ago, included
both a celebration of the lives and gifts of
Pamela Sieving,
Ann Arbor Chapter,
Convention Reporter
three Guild women, Shirley Jud, Irma
Schmalz and Sophia Heidbrink, and tears of
remembrance for our loss now that they are
singing in the Guild chapter "up there."
Tears, too, as Guild voices soared in praise-
and as we witnessed another voice, that of
"The Silent Voices," the VU sign language
choir, reminding us perhaps of all those we
must leam to reach with new and different
voices.
The theme for the convention: love binding
us together in perfect harmony. But Dr.
Keller reminded us that the harmony of any
choir does not just happen: it must be
worked at, and is the result of talent, vision,
discipline, and sheer effort. That is
certainly a truth for us all to remember as
we gear up for yet another year of work on
behalf of Valpo and the Guild!
Yet for harmony to take place, rather than
boring unison, we need lots of different
voices. Look around at the Bazaar, and see
these voices: Guild-produced crafts;
heirlooms and heirlooms-to-be; commercial
and regional products cleverly packaged, all
culminating in the harmony of over $21,000
raised towards the still-just-a-vision
Performing Arts/Museum Center. Listen to
the various forms the convention reports
take; humorous; serious; creative; some
even touching on sadness in reporting the
loss of a chapter or a state unit, or what was
learned when a project just didn't work out;
some exulting, for how else could we feel at
having exceeded our first year's fund-raising
goal for our five-year project? And look
around at the area lunches: mine included
two first-timers, one a recent grad, the other
. . Ahe other one of those amazing
women who bring to the Guild a
real commitment without having
experienced the gifts of Valpo as a
student or the mother ofa student,..
one of those amazing women who bring to
the Guild a real commitment without having
experienced the gifts of Valpo as a student
or the mother of a student; women who
have been coming for so long their absence
would be a shock; others who come to
campus whenever their other commitments
to families and jobs allow.
Listen to the wonderful harmony of talented
students, able to put together, just one
month into the school year, a performance
that drove home for us the need for the new
performing arts center in a humorous yet
forceful manner. Some sang, some spoke,
some danced; and those of us who watched
and laughed and applauded felt lucky to be
a part of this harmony, too.
And listen to the wonderful harmony of the
various themes of the cookbook reports:
First, a report that at just short of $195,000
we were nearly at our $200,000 goal; then a
chance to listen to the Guild scholars talk,
and to hear what a difference Valpo can
make in four years. The startling
announcement of a $5,000 matching gift:
we are only $600 short. And the brave solo
by Jackie Jungemann, moving that we "just
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do it," passing the hat to the basso continuo
of Margaret Zobel's piano, to collect over
$1600 right there in Great Hall! And the
coda the next moming: a fourth volume as
our new commitment to meet the need for
increasing financial support for students.
(Mv response was to send all three volumes
to my only family member without one, my
new Jewish sister-in-law. Surely she needs
some good Lutheran recipes!)
The themes of our leaders. President Harre,
Marilyn Krueger, and Janie Lichtfuss, again
called for listening for the harmony from
the diverse gifts, talents and adversities we
face. Valpo's enrollment is holding steady,
but the numbers hide a growing shift from a
school typified by a young liberal-arts
population to an older student body more
career-directed. Community is an important
theme, but not an idea which will happen
without effort and discipline. The Guild's
response must be to continue doing what we
do well, in lots of different ways, creatively
using our time and talents. Janie's talk
reminded us of our talents and the trials we
will meet. She closed by reading from the
inimitable words of Dr. Seuss's Oh. the
Places You'll Go. It ends: "and will you
succeed? Yes! You will, indeed! (98 and
3/4 percent guaranteed.) Kid, you'll move
mountains! So get on your way!"
Then we were on our way: first to the
Chapel of the Resurrection, to celebrate our
harmony in Christ and his gifts to us in the
Church on one of those days when the sun
pours through the windows turning
everything to gold, and the voices and
instruments seem golden, also. And then,
indeed, on our ways back home, where
there are mountains to move.
>^11 you be there with me for the 60th??!
Past President Sylvia Wlsmar
Harriet Redman, Panel Coordinator
Becky Balko and Neil Clark,
our friends from Admissions
and Financial Aid.
Passing the "hat
Topic speaker, Eric Wlgnall,
Assistant to the Editor, The Cre
rnnounCEmEnib
Bemhard Hillila, Professor Emeritus of Education,
who was the Convention speaker several years ago,
has published another book of his poems. It is
entitled Fly On A Swatter and is available for $9.00
($7.95 plus $1.05 postage). They can be ordered
from the Guild Office, Kretzmann Hall, Valparaiso
University, Valparaiso IN 46383.
While attending the annual E.A.A. Convention and
Fly-In at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, consider Bed and
Breakfast at homes of Valparaiso Guild members.
Contact the following ladies in Oshkosh, WI 54901:
Tilda Johnson, 1004 Grove St, (414/235-6139)
Gertrude Stroshine, 1711 Hickory SL, (414)231-
6145
Marie Westfahl, 1422 Ontario St., (414)235-4278.
The Sheboygan, Wisconsin chapter is proud to
announce that Sherri Ten Pas, 19, daughter of new
Guild member, Genny Ten Pas, was crowned MISS
WISCONSIN AMERICAN COED, 1990, following
two days of competition at the Grand Hotel in
Milwaukee in June. She competed with 75 other
teens in the area of evening gown, poise and
appearance, personal interview, and academic
achievement. The grand prize included cash awards,
an official state crown, banner, and trophy, and an all
expense paid eight day vacation trip to Hawaii for
the national pageant which was held Aug. 15-23. At
that time, she also won honors in academic
achievement, speech, and swimsuit. This contest is
sponsored by American Coed Pageants, Inc.,
headquartered in Pensacola PL.
Miss Ten Pas, a 4.0 grade-point student, is a
sophomore at Valparaiso University. A student in
Christ College, majoring in English and Spanish, she
also serves as a resident assistant and a member of
the pom pon squad.
Sherri Ten Pas
GUILD
GOODIES
VU CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT
The Appleton Chapter has taken over the
Saginaw Chapter Christmas ornament
project! The ornaments from Bronner's of
FrankenmuthfMchigan are from Austria; dated, and:
feature a different campus theme each year. The
1990 ornaments honor So Heidbrinlc and picture So
and SophiaHeidbrinkHall. So is a formerExecutive:
Director of the Guild, swretary to President O. P.
Kretzmann during the years he was president and
chancellor, received the Lumen Christi award in
1976 and was the first woman to have a building
named in her honor. Bronner's have also ordered a
limited number of the 1989 ornament which was
sold out before many were able to purchase one.
The 1989 ornament pictures the chapel.
QUESTIONS may be directed to: Eunice Neubauer,
1009 NorthwoodDr., AppletonWI 54911;414/733-
6467.
RED PLATE
China plate with "YouAre Special Today"printed on
rim; perfect way to acknowledge family member/
guest special triumphs, birthday, job promotion,
good grades, etc. PRICE: $25 plus $2 shipping.
CONTACT: Jan Stubenrauch, 3490 Emerson Ave.,
Boulder CO 80303; 303/494-0567. (Boulder Chap-
YU GUILD GLASS BELL
Westmoreland lead glass crystal bell with faceted
amber clapper. Bell is 4 1/2" tall, 1 3/4" in diameter,
with fiost^ "VU Guild" etched on one side. PRICE:
$10 p/us $2 shipping. Check payable to: Valparaiso
University Guild. CONTACT: Wilma L. Behnke,
19409 Edinburgh Dr., South Bend IN 46614;
219/291-7153. (Mishawaka-South Bend Chapter)
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ENGLISH IRONSTONE MUG
Manchester Engli^ Ironstone 11-^z; mug in brown
with gold Valpo Guild emhlem front & back.
PRICE: $4.50 each, sold in lots of 2, plus shipping:
$1.50 for 2 mugs, $2.25 for 4 mugs. CONTACT:
Shirley Honold, 1404 N. 5th St., Sheboygan WI
53081;414/452-4300. (SheboyganChapter)
SPICE FOLDER
Folder (7" x 3 1/2") containing 2 packets of dill dip
mix to use with sour cream or season other foods.
Decorated folder with directions given in verse.
PRICE: $2, shipping included. CONTACT; Alberta
Krafft, 6015 W. Spenco* PL, MUwaukee WI 53218;
414/461-7733. (NElwaukeeSuburban Chapter)
•T LOVE VALPO" APRON
Poly cotton duck butcher-type apron in khaki with
brown &red permanently stencil^ lettering &heart;
PRICE: $12, plus shipping: 1 for $2.50, 3 for $4.
CONTACT; Barbara Goodwin, 1014 N. 2nd Ave.,
Maywood IL 60153; 708/681-5068. (Geispan
Memorial Chapter)
CHAPEL NOTES
Brown on buff drawing of VU Chapel, Chapel his
tory included, drawnby localartist. PRICE: $3.50
per pkg. of 10plus shipping: $1.25 for 1-3 pkg.,
$1.75 for 4-6 pkg. CONTACT: Jan Wozniak, 1032
Georgetown Rd., Michigan City IN 46360; 219/872-
2503. (Michigan City Chapter)
COLORADO MUD
Uniquely packaged 1-lb bag of two mixes for cre
atingHotFudge SundaeBrownie recipe; simply add
water & oil and bake in pan. Serve warm with ice
cream. Bags available in variety of patterns de
pending on holiday or season-state if for special
purpose, such as Christmas, PRICE: $4.50 each
plus $1.00 shipping per bag. CONTACT: Jill
Stammel, 6192 South Aberdeen Street, Littleton CO
80120; 303/794-8614 (Denv» Chapter)
CHILI LENTILS
Packaged lentils & spices to season ground beef,
tomatoes, & water for hearty soup serving 4-6.
Directions for crockpot & stove-top includedin 8-^z:
package. PRICE: $1.25 each in lots of 5 pkgs.
Total price (includes shipping) for S pkg. $9.25; 10
pkg. $16.50; 15 pkg. $24; 20 pkg. $31.50; 25 pkg.
$39i;:()rders of 50 or more $1 each, total price for 50
is $65. CONTACT: Carol Bisterfeldt, 10205 E.
20th, SpokaneWA 99206; 509/9264584. (Spokane
Chapter)
VU GUILD CAR DECAL
A 3" round brown& goldcar decal with VU symbol.
PRICE: 3 for$1 plus $.25 shipping. Alsoavailable
in 3" button form. PRICE: $1.25, shipping
included. Bulk orders welcome. CONTACT Jackie
Jungemann, 3507 Quiette Dr., Austin TX 78754;
512/926-9358. (Austin-Central TexasCh^ter)
VUNOTEPAPER
Duo-fold classic vellum stock, 4 1/4" x 5 1/2",
matching envdopes, gold with brown VU logo &
explanation of symbolism on back. PRICE: $2.50
per pkg. of 10, shipping included. CONTACT:
Ginny Young, 350 Mellow Lane, LaCanada
Flintridge CA 91011; 818/790-6918. (San Gabriel
ValleyChapter)
ASPEN LEAF OR PINE CONE JEWELRY
Necklace or earrings madeof actualAspen leaves or
pine cones in "ForeverGold." Specify lace or solid
leaf/pine cone for necklace; clip, French hook, or
post earring. Boxes with leaf/cone description.
PRICE: $10per necklace or earrings pair; $19per 3-
piece set, plus $1 shipping. CONTACT: Jan
Stubenrauch, 3490 Emerson Ave., Boulder CO
80303; 303/494-0567. (Boulder Chapter)
VU GUILD GLASS PAPERWEIGHT
Fenton glass paperweight, 3 3/8" x 3/4" thick, with
frosted VU Guild seali iComes with gift box and
brown velvet drawstring bag. PRICE: $10 plus $2
shipping. Check payable to: Valparaiso University
Guild. CONTACT: Wilma L. Behnke, 19409
Edinburgh Dr;; South Bend IN 46614; 219/291-7153.
(Mishawaka-South BendCh^ter)
MINNESOTA WILD RICE
Grade A Minnesota-grown wild rice with recipes
included in each package. NEW LOWER PRICE:
$5 perpound, $2.50per half-pound plus shipping: 1
29
lb. for $2; 2 lbs. for $2.50;3 lbs. for $3. (Alaska &
Hawaii add $4). CONTACT Mary Hacmac, 9147
36th Ave, N, New Hope MN 55427; 612/546-244Z
(LandofLakes Chapt^)
COVENTRY CROSS OF NAILS
Black metal cross of nails (3" 5"), with gold-
colored touch at center point. Can be used with
attached cordor witheyeletfor hanging. PRICE; $4
each, shipping included. Orders of five or more
$2.00 each. CONTACT: Bemice Hill, 13107
Caribbean Blvd. S.E.. Fort Myers FL 33905;
813/694-4523. (GulfCoastChapter)
WOOD CRUCIFORM
Hand-made wooden cross, featuring carved out
space of human figure within the cross. Wall
hanging symbolizes Christian life of commitment,
Approximately 9" wide x 11" long. PRICE; $20
plus $2.50 shipping. CONTACT: Carol B.
Wojtaszek, 113 Bninck Road, Lancaster NY 14086;
T16/683-3079. ;(Southtowns of Erie County Ch^ter);
TEXAS GRAPEFRUIT AND ORANGES
CONTACT: Greta Etnyre, 5602 Warm Springs,
Houston TX 77035; 713/728-2444. (Houston
Chapter)
VU NEEDLEPOINT KIT
Hand-painted canvas plus yam; can be framed or
made intopillow; VUCnisader (10"x 10"). PRICE:
$20 per kit plus shipping: $2.50 for first kit and
$1.50 for each additional. CONTACT: Sharon
Hanusin, 940 Hawthorne Ln., Northbrook BL 60062;
708/480-9185. (Gl^brook Chapter)
VU NAPKINS
Plush white 13'* luncheon napkins imprinted with
University gold seal. PRICE: $2 for pack of 16
napkins, shipping included. CONTACT: Martha
Hessler, 243% Deepwoods Way, North Olmsted OH
44070; 216/777-9275. (Cleveland Chapter)
VUKITE
Sturdy nylon kite, bright gold with silk-screened
brown Crusaders and lettering. Excellent flyer.
PRICE: $15 each plus $1,50 shipping:; CONTACT:
Mary Giguere, P.O. Box 1060, 14 Hoghill Rd.
Pepperelt MA 01436j 508/433-8941. (Bay State
Copter)
VALPO PLAYING CARDS
Playing cards with laige pips with ValpoTorch logo
11) either brown or gold. PRICE: 1 deck* $5.00 plus
$1.75 shilling; 2 decks, $10.00plus $2.50 shipping.
CONTACTS Jan Zinnecker, 4730 Sycamore road,
Cincinnati OH 45236; 513/791-8246. (Cincinnati
Chj^ter)
CHAPEL NOTECARDS
The packet of five notecards feature actual
photographs of the chapel as the front of the cards.
PRICE: packet of five cards $5.50 plus shipping as
follows: 1 set, $.75; 2 sets, $1.10; 3 sets, $1.45; 4
sets, $1.65; 6 sets, $1.75. CONTACT: DeeLeake,
674 Muckelshoot Circle, La Conner WA 98257;
2(W66-3785. (Northwest Comer Chapter)
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SPRING SONG
Grant all the goodnessof spring
melding into summer
but consid^ only, between us,
the birds:
Range of geese stroking swiftly
in such strength to shadow trees briefly
Paired doves tmst
all in tender taupe
Proud cardinal claiming the ancient orchard
for his mate
And now, my friend, hear the warbler
lost to sight -
I shouldquestionhis very existencebut for
the song, persisting,
piercing sunlight
Grant, Lord,
our vision
as also our hearing
of all created work
and, further, that whether we create
or witness creation
we sing beauty
but also wait for revelation
of that vision
you hide
or allow to masquerade.
Pamela C. Sieving
Ann Arbor Ch^ter
June, 1990
Guild Women You Should Know!
Glee Krentz
Four V^nds Member, Ohio
Glee Krentz was recently honored by being
named a TWIN (Tribute to Women and
Industry) by the Mansfield Ohio YWCA. Glee
is Director of Publications and Media Relations
for Mansfield General Hospital. She is
responsible for production of a weekly
employee newsletter, a monthly newspaper
tabloid for broader distribution, and does
writing and proofing for another quarterly
magazine. She has prepared and distributed a
Media Guide throughout the hospital's 12-
county referral area. Glee is a graduate of
Valparaiso (Indiana) University and has taken
graduate courses. A former News Journal
"Opinion Shaper," she is a member of the Ohio
Society of Hospital Public Relations and the
Northeast Ohio Public Relations Association.
She has served on United Way's marketing
committee, is an active member of Christ
Lutheran Church in Lexington, and is a member
of the Valparaiso University Guild.
Joyce Lohrentz
Naperuille Chapter, Illinois
Joyce Lohrentz has been nominated by
School District 203 for the state's "Those
Who Excel" educational awards. The
picture below shows puppeteer Joyce
Lohrentz with two Kids on the Block.
The puppets are used in area classrooms
to demonstrate to children that the
disabled have feelings, fears, and the
desire to be accepted and loved. The idea
is to create a healthy dialogue and
acceptance between disabled and non-
disabled students using puppets with
special handicaps. Joyce is the
coordinator of the program. After several
years of teaching children about
disabilities, she learned through research
that she herself suffers from a learning
disability. It has hindered her in learning
phonics or remembering sequences. She
knew she had to work double-hard for
what came easy to others; she just never
knew why. Joyce is a 23-year resident of
Naperville, mother of four, and a member
of the Naperville Chapter of the Guild.
CHAPTERCHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
CHATTER
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, ^^a:ginia, West
Virginia, and Washington D. C.
Baltimore
A Cookbook Potluck Luncheon was held
on October 6 at First Lutheran Church of
Towson. This was also a prospective new
member meeting.
Northern New Jersey/
Central New Jersey
A combined meeting was held on
September 16, 1990. National Second
Vice President Barbara Riethmeier
attended. The Northern New Jersey
Chapter also hosted a dinner for the VU
Choir on March 10, 1990 at Bethlehem
Lutheran Church.
B: Sharon Grams, Diane Cilllck, Valerie Stodden
F: Use CilHck, Dot Stark, Midge Koenlg
Members of the Northern and Central New
Jersey Chapters and Guests
Rochester
Fifty people attended the 5th annual
Valpo Picnic held on July 26th at Mendon
Ponds Park. Barbara Riethmeier
arranged for a women's barbershop
quartet to attend to entertain and to also
sing "Happy Birthday" for Katherine
Beese on her 22nd birthday! The annual
Guild Luncheon was held on Saturday,
September 15 at the home of Ann Louise
Beese. There is a van trip to the
University campus scheduled for
November 9-11, 1990. This chapter's
Chnstmas/Advent Choral Vespers will be
held at Faith Church, Penfield on
December 9th.
Suzanne Wheeler, Jean Blchsel, Janie Lichtfuss with
"Janie Bear", Renate Judson, and Chita Easton
Northern \Trginia
The April meeting of the Northern
Virginia Chapter included a surprise
Baby Shower for the chapter's secretary,
Martha VanBuskirk. The meeting was
held at the home of Nancy Boriack. The
current officer slate includes President,
Mildred Lopo; Vice President, Liz DeMik;
Secretary, Martha VanBuskirk; and
Treasurer, Mileva Hartman. Officers for
the coming year will be elected in the
June meeting.
No. Virginia Chapter members: Barb Schwarz,
Liz DeMik, Martha VanBuskirk, Diane Kohn
Washington, D. C.
On May 12, 1990 the Washington, D. C.
Chapter celebrated it's 42nd Anniversary
at their 40th Annual Spring Luncheon.
The Family Style program "Pattern for
Living" featured entertainment by Valpo
Kids, Valpo Grads, a Valpo Mom and a
Valpo Dad. Valpo Alum, Legislator Carol
Petzold, Maryland House of Delegates
was the guest speaker. There were four
Chapter Charter members of 1948
attending the occasion of fellowship, fim,
and delicious food from the V. U. Guild
Cookbooks. Charter member Jeri
Schmidt was Program Chairperson and
MC. Proceeds of the luncheon were
designated for the new Guild Project
"Reach for the Stars."
Membersof the Washington D.C. Chapter present at
the 40th Annual Spring Luncheon
Area II - niinois pins Quad City Chapter lA
Aurora
Students Katharine Beese, flutist, and
Jeanette Rueter, accompanist presented a
musical program for the April "Gala
Event" of the Aurora Chapter. A small
gift boutique and delicious refreshments
from the Guild Cookbooks were an added
feature. Donations of $5.00 put your
name on a star enabling you to become a
"Supporting Star" of the Performing
Arts/Museum Center. Janie Lichtfuss,
Executive Director, and Barbara
McKissick, Area Director, participated in
the program. All the programs for this
coming year are planned around an "art"
theme in one form or another.
Balloon
decorations at
Convention
m
Chicago Northwest Suburban
A large gathering shared in the New
Member Fotluck Event held on Septem
ber 13th. The recipes for the food prepar
ed were from the Guild Cookbooks. The
chapter's Convention bazaar item, a tote
bag imprinted with the Convention
theme, was on display. Janie Lichtfuss,
Executive Director, was the speaker at
this very delightful event.
East Central Illinois
The Person-to-Person Program was the
emphasis at the April meeting of this
chapter. When Becky Balko of the
Admissions Office could not attend as
planned, Area Director Barbara
McKissick presented the program which
included the video "Friends of Valpo" and
a handout "How to Get Your Person-to-
Person Program Perking". Eight
members and two guests were present.
The Second Annual Fashion Show was a
huge success with 175 attending. There
were Guild brochures on each table with
the display board of the University placed
near the ticket collector. Each table had
one Guild member as hostess. Door
prizes, donated by local businesses, were
awarded.
Geiseman Memorial
A dessert tasting (from Guild Cookbooks)
meeting was held in March. The group
also assembled survival kits for local
students attending VU. A brain-storming
session was held when numerous ideas
for fundraising were suggested.
Glenbrook
The day following the Guild Convention
on campus, found the members of this
chapter involved in a wonderful potluck
dinner celebrating the chapter's 15th
Anniversary. This gala event was held at
the home of President Milly Kolterman.
Janie Lichtfuss, Executive Director, was
the main speaker but the evening also
featured newly elected 1st Vice President
Barbara Riethmeier and charter member
Patti Cline, the newly appointed National
Membership Chairman and a Four Winds
Member.
4^'
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Glenbrook Chapter members taking a break after
packing almost 500 survival kits:
Lynn Viet, Dottle McKiernan, Kathryn Hronec,
Lois Schliepsiek, Miiiy Kolterman, Phyllis Herr
Quad City
On September 8th, the Quad City
Chapter met at the Rock Island Arsenal
Country Club. This year is this chapter's
35th Anniversary. Janie Lichtfuss,
Executive Director, was the guest speaker
at this delightful, well attended luncheon.
Past Presidents of the Quad City Chapter: L-R
Ruth Bai^mann, Corrine Bieber, Gladys Hlntz,
Judy Butts, Marea Likeness, Judy
Brooks/Rullman, Joanne Price, Sue Golke
AfcH III - Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Ibxas, Wyoming
Boulder, Denver, Colorado Springs
On May 13, thirteen members of the
Boulder, Denver, and Colorado Springs
chapters met at the Denver Tech Center for
a brunch. Janie Lichtfuss, Executive
Director and former member of the
Boulder chapter, was the guest speaker.
Members of Colorado Chapters attending Brunch l-r:
Cindy Churchill, Jill Stammel, Elaine Green, Janie
Lichtfuss (Guest), Marge McCandless, Julie Hogan,
AllisonStastny, Jan Stubenrauch, Jan Nelson, Dottie
Jeffries, Sue Renken, and Mikki Matheson
The Colorado Chapters also hosted a visit
by Alan and Diane Harre. Jill Stammel
and the Denver Chapter coordinated the
effort. A dinner was held at The Fort in
west Denver and the Harres also spent
time at Denver Lutheran High School and
surrounding area.
The Harres at the Air Foree Academy
Chapel in Colorado
Houston
This year the Houston Chapter
celebrates its tenth anniversary. A
special luncheon was held on September
8th at the home of Jo Ann Fry featuring a
gourmet menu - all from the Guild
Cookbooks, of course. Everyone came
dressed in hats and gloves! A Canyon
Family Outing was held June 22-24 at
the home of Vic and Helen Otte on
Canyon Lake.
Greater Kansas City
The annual summer potluck picnic was
held on Sunday, July 22nd. Those
attending included Guild members and
their families, VU students and their
families, potential students and their
families, and all friends and alumni of
Valpo. The very successful and
anticipated annual event, the Oktober-
fest, was held at the home of Nita and
Bert Runge on September 15th.
Bratwurst, sauerkraut, German potato
salad, baked beans, Apfelkrisp, beer, pop,
coffee, and an OOMPAH BAND were the
order of the day.
Shoppers at the Convention Bazaar
The ConveDtion Theme
And they arrived...
Publicity Tips!
Area IV - Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,
Washington
ifLA
Big Valley
Pairing the special interests of each
member with the project that corresponds
with that interest have kept this chapter
alive and enthused. The members plan to
be visible during the District Evangelism
Convocation this Fall using the lighted
table-top display from Admissions and
Financial Aid.
Columbia Cascade
Another cruise is planned as the project
for this chapter. This will be an Alaskan
cruise from July 12-19, 1991. This year-
old chapter was the ONLY chapter to
make it to the stage area of the theater
with their giving for the Performing
Arts/Museum Center.
Columbia Cascade Chapter members with new student
Shunichi Fujil
The Columbia Cascade Chapter also
hosted the Harres visit on June 30th with
a wonderful reception at the Portland
Center for the Performing Arts complete
with a welcome displayed on the
marquee.
Marquee at the Portland Center for the
Performing Arts
Char Kroemer, Judy Waetjen, and Julia Riess
Orange County
A luncheon was held on June 16th at the
home of Peg Woiwod featuring a program
on Japanese flower arranging. Their new
officers are Helen Anderson, Greta
Maragas and Doreen Gray. Diane
Mathuny is the retiring president.
Members of the Orange County Chapter
Oregon Trail
A Spring Luncheon was held in May.
This chapter also held a picnic for
incoming freshmen, their mothers, and
members of the chapter in July. A hymn
fest/organ recital in Eugene is being
considered as a possibility for the future.
Oregon Trail Members and Guests 1-r:
F: Stephanie RIess, Emily Riess, Heidi Feiler, Allison
Kaestner
B: Judy Waetjen, Ruth Cummlngs, Marie Dezeeuw,
Virginia Kamprath, Kate Merseth
Puget Sound
A 10th Anniversary get-together was
held at the home of Ellen Gamrath. A
brunch for President and Diane Harre
was also hosted by this chapter keeping
this chapter very involved and busy. Bev
Wick, a member of this chapter is the
newly elected 2nd Vice President of the
National Guild.
Puget Sound Chapter 10th Anniversary
Celebration
San Diego
The chapter sponsored a wine and
cheese reception for the Harre's at the
home of Marge Foelber. They handled all
of the arrangements including designing
and sending out invitations to all San
Diego area alumni and friends of the
University. Sally Beck created the
invitations and did the calligraphy. The
afternoon was truly one of graciousness
and warmth.
Santa Clara Valley
This chapter did a three week Bed and
Breakfast when a VU grad with a new job
in the area needed a place to stay while
he hunted for an apartment for himself
and his wife. This chapter truly took
advantage of the Guild's "hidden"
treasure!
Spokane
Bazaar items, including an item for the
Silent Auction were the focus of this
chapter at the beginning of their Guild
year. The enthusiasm and spirit of this
chapter are evidenced in the decision to
meet MORE than four times a year.
When Person-to-Person cards came with
no phone numbers, each of the
prospective students was written a
personal note with a post card included
for an easy reply.
Sun City
This wonderfully "young" chapter
sponsored a Western Round-up
Progressive Dinner fund-raiser.
Western "Round-uppers" Bob Clevenstine, Sylvia
Hochle, John Galser, Emma Plass, Delpha McClure
They also hosted a reception for
President Harre on April 12th at the
Palmbrook Country Club. A new
member was present at this reception:
Marie Hasenzahl who is 95 years young!!
It was very special that the new ofHcers
of this chapter could be installed by
President Harre.
L-R: LoisReed,PresidentofSun City Chapter with
Marie Hasenzahl (newmemberwho is95years old),
and President Alan Harre
The Sun City Chapter will hold their first
fund raiser of the new Guild year, an
Oktoberfest on October 29th. One
hundred twenty tickets have been sold!!
Six homes will host a hospitality hour
followed by a German meal at the
Fellowship Hall. The meal, prepared and
served by Guild members and their
husbands, will include typical German
foods. The hall will be gaily decorated in
a German motif. Following the dinner,
the "Harmonica Saints" will provide
polka music and other lively German
tunes.
WaUaWaUa
A new determination and enthusiasm
permeates this group as they begin the
new Guild year with items for the Guild
Convention Bazaar. This chapter is
investigating a new approach for
increased involvement in their chapter:
take a Guild program to a new area
rather than asking people from a new
area to come to Walla Walla! A great
idea!
Area V - Wisconsin
Milwaukee Afternoon
This chapter is planning to meet in
different places this coming year. This is
another wonderful example of bringing
the Guild to the members as well as the
members coming to the Guild.
Milwaukee Suburban
Members spent many summer
afternoons working on the decorations
and favors for the Convention banquet as
a tribute to outgoing National President,
Marilyn Krueger. Twenty-five chapter
members attended the Guild Convention
in September. "How to Feel Alive, Alert
and Energized" was the subject of
speaker Barbara Mathison at the
September 10th meeting. Plans are
underway for another Christmas Cookie
Sale in early December.
ft
The Great Festival Banquet table decorations
Wonderful clown banquet
decorations
Sheboygan
The plans are all set and ready for the
Sheboygan Chapter's Guild year!
November will be a busy month with
participation in a Crafts Bazaar selling
Fireside Coffee and Valpo Bean Soup and
having a catered luncheon meeting. The
Valpo Sunday Brunch will be held on
February 3rd at the Sheboygan Yacht
Club.
Area VI - Michigan
Ann Arbor
June 2nd was the celebration date for
the 25th Anniversary of the Ann Arbor
Chapter. A lovely luncheon was held
with Janie Lichtfuss, Executive Director,
as guest speaker.
L-R: Janie Lichtfuss, Barb Gockel,Pam Sieving,
Karen Niska, Beth Fredericks, Carolyn Shakiee
Detroit
The Spring Luncheon and Fashion Show
was a huge success for this chapter. This
chapter also uses "Love Offering"
envelopes for a special offering that is
combined with profits from the Spring
Party which becomes their contribution
for the Performing Arts/Museum Center
for this year. October 26th was the date
for their Fall Luncheon and Card Party
at Burning Tree Country Club.
Rochester
This chapter reports much enthusiasm
among its members. Their garage sale
netted $400!!
Saginaw
The annual Guest Luncheon was held
on October 16 at the Bavarian Inn in
Saginaw. This chapter also brought
"goodies" to campus for students from
their area.
Area VII - Indiana and Kentucky
Hammond
New officers were installed by Janie
Lichtfuss, Executive Director, at the May
meeting of the Hammond Chapter.
Janie Lichtfuss installs new Hammond Chapter oncers
Marion Burkman, Donna Wanickl, Ethel Amodeo, and
thanks retiring offlcers Dorothy Potucek and Edith
Ayers.
Indianapolis
After breakfast downtown, the members
of this chapter toured the Eiteljorg
Museum of American Indian and Western
Art on Saturday, April 21st. They
participated in the Convention Bazaar
(Christmas light bulb necklaces, earring
holders, and paper twist angels) and held
a spring garage sale. A Tasting Luncheon
in November will feature recipes from the
three Guild cookbooks.
iM--:
Thursday night Hymn singA^espers
Area VIII - Ohio
M
Cincinnati
The Ambassador Restaurant was the
setting for the May 19th new member
and guest luncheon. Barbara Riethmeier,
newly elected National 1st Vice
President, was the speaker.
Members of the Cincinnati Chapter
Cleveland
A lovely reception for President and
Mrs. Harre at the Lakewood Country
Club in Westlake was sponsored by the
chapter.
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Some ran/walked inside; some braved tbe rain.
AreB IX - Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee
* *
Gulf Coast
The Gulf Coast Chapter stayed very
busy as they prepared for the Convention
Bazaar. The enthusiasm and energy of
this chapter is a great boon to the Guild
and the University.
Gu]f Coast Chapter members prepare for the bazaar at
the home of Dorothea Luehr: Louise Umenhofer,
Claire Reitz, Lois Reed and Dorothea Luehr
New Orleans
A potluck supper was held at the home
of Lois Oster on April 18th. Area
Director, Judy Wolff, was the special
guest.
St. Petersburg
Margaret Zobel, a member of the St.
Petersburg Chapter and National
Chapter Consultant wears many hats.
She was a clinician at a Church Music
Workshop sponsored by the Florida-
Georgia District of the LCMS, Lutheran
M.U.S.I.C., and Trinity Lutheran Church,
Orlando FL. Margaret was Piano
Teacher of the Year in 1979 and is a
member of the AGO, MTNA, and SAI.
.Sits
Margaret Zobel
STATE UNITS
Although the Michigan State Unit voted
to disband at the May 1990 meeting held
in Mt. Clemens MI, the meeting was joy-
filled. It truly ended with a "well-done,
good and faithful servant" feeling.
National President Marilyn Krueger and
Janie Lichtfuss, Executive Director, were
present. President Joan Hofmeister
encouraged all present to dedicate their
energies to their local chapters as they
worked for the Guild and the University.
The day, which included the meeting and
luncheon, was truly one of thanks,
encouragement, and enabling.
Michigan State Unit OfTlcers Eleanora Junke, Joan
Hormeister, Pam Baker, and Anne Bronner
Wisconsin
The April meeting of the Wisconsin State
Unit was held at the beautiful Aid
Association for Lutherans building in
Appleton WI. Cindy Russler, the State
Unit President, presided. Rich and
Harriet Redman performed a wonderful
original song about the Guild which they
also performed at the Banquet for the
Guild Convention. Other entertainment
was done by the very talented AAL
chorus, made up of employees of AAL.
The day included a bazaar of its own, a
coffee hour, the meeting, a delicious
lunch, and a tour of the AAL building.
The next meeting of the Wisconsin State
Unit will be April 13, 1991 at Shawano
WI.
See you in Shawano
April 13,1991!!
MINUTES
Of the
59th ANNUAL CONVENTION
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
September 27-30,1990
"And above all these put on love,
which binds everything together
in perfect harmony."
Coi. 3:14 (RSV)
The 59th Annual Convention of the Valparaiso University Guild was called to order by Marilyn Krueger,
President, at 1:05 p.m. on Friday, September 28,1990, inthe Great Hall ofthe Valparaiso University Union.
Opening devotions were led by Dr. Walter Keller of the Department of Theology. Included in the
devotions were presentations made in memory of former Guild members Shirley Jud, Irma Schmalz, and Sophia
Heidbrink. A gift to the Department ofCommunications in memory of Shirley Jud was accepted by Prof. Judy
Nantau. Dr. Philip Gilbertson, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, accepted a gift for use in Huegli Hall
given in memory of Irma Schmalz. A picture of Sophia Heidbrink which will hang in Sophia D. Heidbrink Hall
was accepted by Past National Guild President Bette Froehlich. Members ofSilent Voices, a campus group, used
sign languageto interpretthe q)ening hymn.
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
The President welcomed all members inattendance at the convention, especially those attending their first
national Guildconvention. She thenintroduced the other members of the Boardof Directors of the VU Guild: 1st
Vice President Paula Sauer, 2nd \^cePresident Barbara Riethmeier, Secretary Kay Schulz, Treasurer Joanne Gatz,
and Executive DirectorJanie Lichtfuss; and LynnBahls,Parliamentarian. Also introduced were the members of the
GuildOfficestaff: EstherKruger, Technical Assistant, and Sharon Hersemann, Administrative Assistant. Uie chair
then introduced pastnational Guild Presidents Sylvia Wismar, Bette Froehlich, Lynn Bahls, Beata Madoerin, Janie
Lichtfuss, Jackie Jungemann, Virginia Amling, Marty Mattes, and Phyllis Schuessler. Also introduced was past
Executive Director of theGuild, DotNuechterlein. A special introduction was given to Diane Harre, wife of the
University President
Paula Strietelmeier, president of theValparaiso chapter, conveyed greetings to theassembly.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
BettyTanck, reporting for the Credentials Committee, moved that the roll of 219 registered members be
the official roll of voting members of the convention.
Motioncarried. Three registered guests were also in attendance.
REPORT OF THE COMMTTTEE ON STANDING RULES
By direction of the Board of directors, the Secretary moved adoption of the convention standing rules,as
follows:
1. When addressing the chair, a member shall speak at a microphone, giving name and chapter affiliation.
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2. Motions and amendments from the floor shall be submitted in writing, signed by the maker and the
seconder, and presented to the Secretary.
3. Notices of announcementsshall be submitted in writing to the Executive Director.
Motion adopted.
ADOPTION OF CONVENTION PROGRAM
By direction of the Board of Directors, 1stVice President Paula Sauer moved adoption of the convention
program with the following modification: Paula Strietelmeier will report for the Calendar Chairman onFriday.
Motion adopted.
INTRODUCTION OF CONVENTION COMMITTEES
The President introduced the members of the convention committees:
Minutes Approval Committee:
Dori Freundt-Geiseman Memorial Ch^ter IL
Jan Zinnecker-Cincinnati Chapter OH
Resolutions Committee:
Lois Oster, Chair—New Orleans Chapter LA
Marge Demuth—Racine Chapter WI
Jennifer Weber-San Francisco-Bayshore Chapter CA
Convention Reporter:
Pam Sieving—Aim Arbor Chapter MI
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT
The report ofPresident Marilyn Krueger tothe Guild isprinted inthe Fall 1990 edition of the Bulletin.
CORRESPONDENCE
Secretary Kay Schulz read notes of greetings from past National President Viola Bimer, past national
officerMiriam Griessel, and former Executive Director Ber RuprechL Thankyou letters were received from Man
Johnson,coordinator of theWorldReliefcampaign, and GloriaAlterof the Depanmentof Education.
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL TREASURER
Following is thereportof Joanne Gatz, Treasurer for fiscal year1989-90:
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD, INC.
STATEMENT OF CASH POSITION
June 30,1990
CURRENT FUND
UNRESTRICTED TOTAL
ASSETS
CASH $27,486.80 $27,486.80
TOTAL ASSETS $27.486.80 $27.486.80
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
LIABILITIES $ 0.00 $ 0.00
FUND BALANCE $27.486.80 $27.486.80
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE $27.486.80 $27.486.80
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STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
FOR THE FISCAL YEARENDED JUNE 30,1990
24,194.70
120.00
1,500.00
1,028.00
649.00
BALANCE AS OF JULY 1,1989
Operating/ProjectFund
Guild Special
Calendi-Reserve
Calendar Fund
Christmas Card Fund
Total Beginning Balance
RECEIPTS
University Fund
Operating/Project Fund
Bed and Breakfast
Guild Special
Celebration Cards
Cookbook Fund
Calendar Fund
Calendar Reserve Fund
Christmas Card Fund
Guild Run Income
Interest Earned
Total Receipts
Total Cash Available
DISBURSEMENTS
ToValparaiso University
Project Fund $ 90,000.00
Calendar Fund 1,528.00
Guild Special 1,200.00
University Fund 10,816.00
Cookbook Scholarship
Endowment 13,222.00
Celebration Cards 950.00
Total to Valparaiso University
Travel - Administrative
- Cluq)terPresidents
Operating/Administrative Expense
DesktopPublishingEquipment
Bulletin
Printing/Stationery
BazaarExpense and Shortage
Calendar - Printing
Christmas Card- Printing & Design
Miscellaneous
Total Disbursements
BALANCE AS OF JUNE 30,1990
Operating/Project Fund $ 20,397.11
Guild special 130.00
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18,470.00
149,066.44
2,855.64
1,210.00
950.00
13,222.00
5,860.00
500.00
3,808.00
479.25
3.615.30
$ 117,716.00
15,668.98
31,635.68
3,729.37
9,887.90
13,309.70
2,903.00
48.54
3,265.31
1,592.00
285.05
$ 27,491.70
$ 200.036.63
$ 227,528.33
$ 200.041.53
Calendar Fund $ 2,094.69
Calendar Reserve 2,000.00
Christmas Card Fund 2.865.00
Total Ending Balance $ 27i4S6i8Q
The Treasurer congratulated the ch£q)ters for giving $117,716 tothe University during the fiscal year 1989-
90 which was an all-time high. This amount included sufficient funds to exceed the first-year goal for the
PerformingArts/Museum Cento* by $4388.
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR
The repot of theauditor, Diane K.Mathuny, CP.A., was read bythe Secretary.
The report was adopted.
PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1990-91
For the information of the assembly, the Treasurer reviewed the proposed Guild budget guidelines for the
periodJuly 1,1990 - June 30,1991:
Travel - Chapter Presidents $35,000.00
Travel - Administrative 21,000.00
Bulletin 8,000.00
Printing/Stationeiy 1,700.00
Operating/Administrative Expenses 4,000.00
Senior Women's Dinner 200.00
Gift^Memorial 100.00
Miscellaneous 500.00
$70,500.00
Approved by GuildBoard,April, 1990
REPORT OF THE FIRST VICE PRESIDENT
Paula SauOT reported on the progress of the "Reach for the Stars" program. The miniature theater was
unveiled and held tickets for each chapter indicating the chapter's progress toward its total goal for the Performing
Arts/Museum Center. Paula stressed that the goal was actually a guideline for chapters' use inhelping tomeet the
total Guild goal of$500,000. Paula announced that new gift cards are available for individuals wishing todonate to
thisproject Thecardsareavailable from theGuild office.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF AREA DIRECTORS
Barbara Riethmeier, 2nd Vice President, introduced the three retiring Area Directors and thanked them for
their service to the Guild. These three directors are: Sylvia Luekens, Area IV; Ruth Lewis, Area VII; and Betty
Eckenfels, Area VIII. Barbara then introduced six Area Directors who are continuing in offfce: Area I, Anne
Louise Beese; Area II, Barbara McKissick; Area III, Diane Margenau; Area V, Marilyn Holmquist; Area VI,
Haroldine Witto; and Area IX, Judy Wolff. The three new Area Directors are: Area IV, Linda Lohrmann; Area VII,
Colette Irwin-Knott; and Area VIII, Martha Hessler.
REPORT OF THE COORDINATOR OF STATE UNITS
Barbara Riethmeier introduced the president of theWisconsin State Unit, Cindy Russler, and announced
that the State Unit meeting would be the fourth Tuesday in April, 1991, in Shawano. The Michigan State Unit
voted to disband at itsMay, 1990 meeting. Members ofdieGuild from Michigan were recognized for the 49 years
of servicegiven to the Guild through the Michigan StateUnit
REPORT OF THE GUILD FUN RUN
Jan Schlegelmilch, Guild Run Chair, announced that because of inclement weather, the Run would beheld
indoors at the Athletics Recreation Center. Seventy-six participants were registered.
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REPORT OF THE CALENDAR CHAIRMAN
Paula Strietelmeier reported forCalendar Chair Carole Bildstein. The1991 calendar is thethird ina series
highlighting theMuseum of AitcollecticHi. Costs forthefour-color cover were donated byFriends of Art.
REPORT OF THE BYLAWS COMMnTEE
Martha Schmidt, Bylaws Committee Chair, moved adoption of five bylaws amendments, which were
adopted as presented:
ARTICLE IV Membership
Section 2. Anywomen residing in a locality where th^ is no ch^t^, whois interested in
Ch^tian education as provided atValparaiso University may be accepted as a"Four
Winds" member of the Guild by paying the annual national dues plus an additional
contribution to the ProjectFund, makinga combinedtotal of twenty-five dollars
($25.00), directlyto the National Treasurer of the Guildwho shall forward her recordof
membership to the Coordinator of AreaDirectors. Any such membershall haveall the
rights and privileges of membership, including thoseof votingand holdingoffice,
subject to the controlof ArticleVII, section lb.
Section 4. (New) Anywoman graduate of Valparaiso University whoattends theGuild-sponsored
event to honor senior wom^ graduates,or respcmds to the invitation, will be presented a
card which can be redeemed for a one-year membership in the Guild anytime within
three yearsof her graduation. Suchmembershallbe exemptfiom paymentof National
dues for that year.
ARTICLE Vn Officers. Nominations. Elections
Section 2. Nominating Committee
c. Additional nominationsmay be made from the floor of the convention. Such
nomineesshall meet all the qualifications for the positionas stated in the
Bylawsand the consentof the nomineeshall havebeen securedprior to the
nomination.
ARTICLE X Executive Council
Section 1. Membership
a. The Executive Council shall consist of the Board of Directors, the Historian,
Parliamentarian, Area Directors, State Unit Presidents, Ch^ter Presidents,
Chairmen of Standing Committees,Chairmen of Special Committees, all former
Presidents of the National Guild, and former Executive Directors of the Guild.
ARTICLE XI Committees
Section 1. Standing Committees
g. The Membership Chairman shall have the statusof a StandingCommittee
Chairman. She shall help the chapters increase and maintain a vigorous
membership. She shall serveas Coordinator of "FourWinds" members: she
shall send them notices of membership renewal annually in July.
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Virginia Amling, Nominating Committee Chair, introduced the members of the committee. Committee
memberShirleyHonold then introducedthe candidates:
For Treasuren Judy Mason-Chicago IL
Diane Mathuny-Costa MesaCA
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For Secretary: Marlene Rakow-Columbia TN
Judy Rullman-Moline IL
For 2nd VicePresident: DeannaStritof-ValparaisoIN
Bev V^ck—Bellevue WA
For 1StVicePresident: SylviaLuekens-HuntingtonBeachCA
Barbara Riethmeier-Victor NY
For President: Paula Sauer-WorthingtonOH
Each candidateresponded withpreparedanswersto questions assignedin advance.
RECOGNrnON OF ANNIVERSARY CHAPTERS
President Krueg^ recognized those chapters celebrating 10th anniversaries: Sun CityAZ,BigValley CA,
East Bay CA, San Francisco-Bayshore CA, Santa Clara Valley CA, Park Ridge IL, Houston TX, WallaWallaWA.
SanFernando Valley CAwashontHcd for its 25th anniversary. TheLorain County OHch£q)ter waspresented with
a certificatecommemorating 50 yearsof service to the Guild.
INTRODUCTION OF THE FRESHMAN GUILD SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT
Kar^ Foust, of the University Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, introduced the 1990 Freshman
Guild Scholar, Stephen Easton of Rochester NY. Stephen thanked the Guild for all of the work it does for
ValparaisoUniversity.
GREETINGS FROM THE SENIOR GUILD SCHOLARS
Amy Gebauer, ofSt Paul MN, and Greg Haecker, ofSheboygan WI were recognized as the Senior'Guild
Scholars. Both thanked theGuild formaking theoppmtunity available to attradValparaiso University andrelated
some of the experienceswhich they have had as students.
PERSON-TO-PERSON NAME CONTEST
Barbara Riethmeier announced the winner of thecontest to rename the Guild Person-to-Person program.
After delibo'ation by both the Guild Board and the Office of Admissions, it was determined that the name should
remain "Person-to-Person." This name bestexplains and identifies the kind of recruiting service that the Guild
performs. AnnLouise Beese wasawarded theprizefor submitting thenamePerson-to-Person.
CLOSING PRAYER
The closing prayer was offered byMarilyn Gebauer, mother of Senim* Guild Scholar Amy Gebauer.
Themeeting wasadjourned at 5:06p.m.
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 29,1990
President Marilyn Krueger called the meeting to order at 9:20 a.m. The morning devotions entitled "My
Name is MaryMagdalene" were led by Lois Bittorf.
REPORT OF THE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Betty Tanck moved that therevised roll of 243 members be the ofHcial roll of voting members of the
convention. Three guests v/ert also registered.
Motion carried.
REINTRODUCnON OF THE CANDIDAIES
VirginiaAmling reintroduced the candidates for all five offices.
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APPOINTMENT OF TELLERS
The following were appointed and served as tellers for the convention:
Shirley Honold, Chan-
Mildred Bemthal
Diane Cillick
Susan Hill
Julie Hogan
Eunice Koepke
Judy Waetjen
ELECTION OF OFHCERS
The chair presented the slate of officers. Nominations were closed and ballots were cast to elect the
officers.
UNIVERSITY TOPIC: THE THEATER
Dr. John Steven Paul, Associate Professor of Humanities and Director of the University Theater,
introduced students who wrote and presented a play to thank the Guild for its generous pledge to help the University
build a Performing Arts and Museum Center. The play, entitled "Thank You University Guild for Pledging Half a
Mil to Build the Performing Arts Center," humorously told of some of the perils in presenting prodiK:tions in the
current theater in Kroencke Hall. Students are looldng forward to the time when all of the Arts can be fully
demonstratedand appreciated in improved surroundings. Student participants were Quenby Erickson, Jenny Bloch,
Julie Potts, Joel Jeske, Andy White, and Christine Hartman.
CALENDAR RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the allocation of 1990 Guild calendar profits; the
resolution contained a blank.
The chair called on Paula Sauer to present the Calendar Fund proposals for voting by the assembly.
1. Art Department: VCR and monitor
College of Nursing: Computer software
2. Department of History: two monitors and VCRs
3. Library: Computer/printer and accessories
REPORT OF THE GUILD GOODIES COORDINATOR
First \^ce President Paula Sauer highlighted the many Guild Goodies which are featured in every issue of
the Guild Bulletin.
CHRISTMAS CARD RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS, The ValparaisoUniversity Guild Christmas cards express the LOVE central to the University
and the Guild, and
WHEREAS, The design of these cards gives the University Art Departtnent an opportunity to utilize their
talents and show their LOVE, and
WHEREAS, Our Christmas card marketing efforts have proven to be a financially successful experiment;
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, That the annual ValparaisoUniversity Guild Christmas cards be a continuing endeavor, and
be it further
RESOLVED,That all profits from the Chrisunas card sales be added to the Guild general project fund.
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The resolution was adopted.
GUILD FUN RUN REPORT
Jan Schlegelmilch thanked participants for theircooperation. Eighty-three participated.
SPECIAL GREETINGS
Former Guild President Sylvia Wismar asked to address the assembly. She gave encouragement to
members to carry back to their homes the feeling achieved at convention of being strong Christian women. She
emphasizedthat Guild membersmustexpress theirChristianityin their local communities.
LUNCHEON RECESS
The noon prayer was offered by Chita Easton, mother of freshman Guild Scholar Steve Easton. The
meetingwasrecessedat 11:20a.m. for luncheon meetings with the AreaDirectorsand resumedat 2:15 p.m.
MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
Second ^ce President Barbara Riethmeier introduced Dr. Alan Harre, President of Valparaiso Univ^ity.
President Harre's remarks are summarized in the Fall edition of the Bulletin.
UPDATE ON COOKBOOK ENDOWMENT
Treasurer Joanne Gatz announced that a matching gift had been received by the University for the
Cookbook EndowmentFund bringing the fund total to $199387. The Treasurer challenged the memb^ to raise
$613.00 before the end of convention. This would enable the Guild to reach the goal of $200,000 for the
Endowment Fund.
REPORT OF THE COOKBOOK COMMITTEE
Judy Schumacher, Cookbook Marketing Chair, encouraged members to think of new avenues for
marketing the Guild cookbook. Ch^ters may still make arrangements to use the cookbookdisplay by contacting
the chairman.
COOKBOOK RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the followingresolution:
WHEREAS, The successful sales of Cookbooks I, II, and in have established the Endowment Fund, the
basis for our Guild scholarships, and
WHEREAS, The need exists to increase the Endowment Fund, and
WHEREAS,The nameof Valparaiso University is spreadwith each copy of the cookbook,and
WHEREAS,The need for a general indexof all the cookbooks increasedwith theprinting of each volume.
This index in itsself wouldrenewthe excitementfor salesof past volumes, and
WHEREAS, The Guild members, friends, and family love to cook and love to eat; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild proceedwith the compilingand printingof Cookbook
IV.
The resolution was adopted.
COOKBOOK IV REPORT
JudySchumacher, Cookbook IV Editor, asked members to beginthinking of recipes for thenewcookbook.
The emphasis shouldbe on healthy cooking and foods thatcan be prepared withease. Volunteers are neededto test
recipes, proofread,coordinate the index and many other tasks. The deadline for submitting recipes is January 31,
1991.
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SPECIAL MOTION
A motion was made by Jackie Jungemann and seconded that we ask Margaret Zobel to play "Our God Our
Help in Ages Past" That we pass "the hat" right now and that we collect $613.00 right now! The motion was in
reference to the amount needed to reach the goal of $200,000 in the Cookbook Endowment Fund.
Motion passed with the passing of the hat
UNIVERSITY TOPIC: THE CRESSET
Eric Wignall, Assistant to the Editor of The Cresset discussed publishing The Cresset The procedures
have changed and The Cresset is now published by desktop or computer publishing. It is considered a review
magazine and does not have a large readership. It is, howev^, a quality publication and its longevity exceeds that
of most current magazines. The current editor of The Cresset is Gail Eifiig.
REPORT OF THE ACnVITIES COMMTTIEE
Kay Mellom, Activities Chair, reported on the winning bidd^ in the Bazaar's Silent Auction.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: CALENDAR FUND
Shirley Honold, Chair, reported the following results for the tellers:
Distribution #1: Number of votes cast 223
Necessary for election 112
Results: Art/Nursing 101
History 53
Library 69
Distribution #2: Number of votes cast 223
Necessary for election 112
Results: Art/Nursing 130
Library 93
The Chair stated the resolution as follows:
WHEREAS, The Valparaiso University Guild has realized a profit of $2,094.69 from the sale of 1990
calendars; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the 1990 Calendar Fund amounting to $2,094.69 be allocated to Art - VCR and
monitor; and Nursing - computer software.
Resolution adopted.
REPORT OF THE TELLERS: ELECTION OF OFHCERS
Shirley Honold presented the following report of the tellers:
For President Number of votes cast 228
Necessary for election 115
Paula Sauer 228
For 1st Vice President Number of votes cast 229
Necessary for election 115
Barbara Riethmeier 165
Sylvia Luekens 64
For 2nd Vice President Number of votes cast 230
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For Secretary:
ForTreasuren
Necessary for election 116
Bev Wick 133
Deanna Stritof 97
Number of votes cast 230
Necessary f(»: election 116
Marlene Rakow 154
Judy Rullman 76
Number of votes cast 230
Necessary for election 116
Diane Mathuny 139
Judy Mason 91
The Chair declared the following elected: for President,Paula Sauer, for 1st \^ce President, Barbara Riethmei^,
for 2nd Vice President, Bev Wick; for Secretary, Marlene Rakow; for Treasurer, Diane Mathuny.
PRESENTATION TO THE NEW PRESIDENT
President Marilyn Krueger presented the Guild President's traveling plaque to newly-elected President
Paula Sauer.
RETIRING OFFICERS RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee moved adoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS, Colossians 3:14 says that love binds everything together in perfect harmony, and
WHEREAS, Marilyn Krueger, Kay Schulz, and Joanne Gatz have so capably served the Guild as
President, Secretary,and Treasure respectivelywith loving devotion and dedication, and
WHEREAS, The leadership, service and love of these women have been an inspiration and blessing to all,
and
WHEREAS, They have successfully furthered the work of the Guild in harmony with the work of the
University; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That all members of the Valparaiso University Guild give praise and thanks to God, the
Source of perfect love, who so inspired Marilyn Krueger,Kay Schulz, and Joanne Gatz to use their gifts and talents
in service of the Guild.
Resolution adopted.
"AMEN CORNER" WELCOME TO OUTGOING PRESIDENT
Phyllis Schuessler presented a token of welcome from the "Amen Comer" to Marilyn Krueger.
CLOSING PRAYER
The closing prayer was given by newly-electedPresident Paula Sauer.
The meeting was adjoumed at 4:15 p.m.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,1990
President Marilyn Kraeger called the meeting to order at 9:02 a.m.
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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Executive DirectorJanie Lichtfussrqx)rted on the workof the Guildduring the past year and the direction
in which theExecutive Director will move in the coming year. A summary of the reportof the Executive Director
is printed in the Fall Bulletin.
GUILD TOPIC: "GUILD HARMONY"
Harriet Redman, Person-to-Person Chair, moderated a panel consisting of Deanna Stritof, Membership
Chair, and Bev Wick, CommunityRelations Chair. The three chairmen related how the work of each committee,
though separate, overl^s with the work of each of the other committees to preset a positive imageof the Guild
and its wcnic for ValparaisoUniversity.
CONVENTION RESOLUTION
The Resolutions Committee movedadoption of the following resolution:
WHEREAS, Our hearts have been bound together in Christian love at the Valparaiso University Guild
Convention, September 27-30,1990, and
WHEREAS, That love has resulted in fruitful, productive, and inspirational sessions; thereforebe it
RESOLVED, That the Valparaiso University Guild express gratitude to all the dedicated people who
worked to make this S9th Convention a success.
The resolutionwas adopted.
CLOSING PRAYER
The assembly sang the Doxology as the closing prayer. The 59lh Annual Convention of the Valparaiso
UniversityGuild was as adjournedat 10:01 a.m.
Kay Schulz
Secretary
Approvedby the MinutesApprovalCommittee:
DoriFreundt-Geiseman Memorial ChapterEL
Jan Zinnecker-Cincinnati ChapterOH
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VOLUME IV COOKBOOK
Recipe Instructions:
1. Besure recipe is not copyrighted or inourother cookbooks.
2. Type or print legibly.
3. List allingredients first with complete directions following.
4. Useexact measurement - cup or C.,teaspoon or tsp.. Tablespoon orTbls.
5. Include specific measurement.
1cup chopped nuts or 1 cup nuts, chopped
1cup sauted mushrooms or 1cup mushrooms, sauteed
1cup packed raisins or 1cup loosely-packed raisins
1cup whipped cream or 1cup cream, whipped
6. Include oventemperature and stateexactpan size.
11/2 qt. casserole, 13"x9" cake pan, 9"x9" square, 9" round, ll"xl5" jelly roll, ll"xl7"
jelly roll, 9"x5" bread pan (top measurement), 9"x5" (bottom measurement)
7. Include notes, tips, comments, low-calorie substitutions, variations, microwave adjust
ments.
8. Submit favorite recipes that are "healthy", easily prepared, microwaveable, regional, for
one ortwo, make-aheads, and for special entertaining, as well as for family and friends.
9. Make TWOcopies of recipe, if possible, and send both to:
Judy Schumacher
2020 Bumwood Court
Brookfield,WI 53045
Detach here DEADLINE: January 31, 1991 Detach here
(include maiden, ifdesired)
Address Chapter —
Phone
Possible Category Oven Temp. Pan Size No. ofServings
RECIPE:
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Application For
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD SCHOLARSHIP
Each year receipts from the sale of Guild cookbooks provide $2,000 scholarships for sons and
daughters of Guild members. Scholarships are awarded based on academic ability,
extracurricular involvement, and financial need. Provided the fieshman recipient maintains a
satisfactory academic record, the awardwillcontinue through the senioryear.
This special Guild Application should be submitted to the Admissions Office along with the
regular University admissions forms.
Name
Last First Middle or Maiden
Home Address
Street City State Zip
Phone ^Name of Parent or Guardian
College you plan to enter:
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Engineering
Law
Nursing
Month and year you plan to enter Valparaiso University
Name and address of high school
( ) I havefiled an application for admission to Valparaiso University.
( ) Pleasesend me an application for admission to Valparaiso University.
I am theson( ) daughter ( ) of a Guild member in the ^Chapter.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING APPLICATION: MARCH 1st of each year.
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CHAPTER CONTRIBUTIONS AS OF JUNE 30,1990
Operating/
No. of Univ Project Guild Bed& Living
Chapter Members Total Fund Fund Special Brkfs Books
Alabama AL 9 1,503.00 63.00 1,440.00 0.00 0.00 65.00
Arm Arbor MI 24 1,521.25 168.00 1,318.25 10.00 25.00 200.00
Appleton WI 42 1,647.50 294.00 1,343.50 10.00 0.00 55.00
Atlanta GA 13 1,631.50 91.00 1,530.50 10.00 0.00
Aurora IL 13 700.00 85.00 605.00 10.00 0.00 35.00
Austin-Central Texas TX 18 1,536.00 126.00 1,400.00 10.00 0.00
Baltimore MD 59 2,21100 365.00 1,837.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
Battle Creek MI 24 891.00 153.00 728.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
Bay State MA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BeloitWI 7 229.00 49.00 170.00 10.00 0.00
Berrien County MI 0 1,196.23 0.00 1,19623 0.00 0.00 25.00
Big Valley CA 6 304.00 42.00 252.00 10.00 0.00
Boulder CO 10 589.00 63.00 441.00 10.00 75.00 70.00
Buffalo NY 20 2,951.25 134.00 2,807.25 10.00 0.00 45.00
Central New Jersey NJ 19 1,137.00 127.00 1,000.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
Cheechako AK 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Chicago NW Suburban IL 56 2,234.00 392.00 1,807.00 10.00 25.00 25.00
Chicago South Sub. IL 26 1,400.00 167.00 1,223.00 10.00 0.00 50.00
Chicago West Sub. IL 28 821.25 196.00 615.25 10.00 0.00 15.00
Cincinnati OH 24 1,297.00 168.00 1,119.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
Cleveland OH 29 2,703.00 191.00 2,502.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
Clintonville WI 9 198.00 63.00 125.00 10.00 0.00
Columbia Cascade OR 10 1,487.00 70.00 1,407.00 10.00 0.00
Columbus Cap. Bells OH 14 530.00 98.00 422.00 10.00 0.00
Covered Bridge WI 11 437.00 77.00 350.00 10.00 0.00
Decatur Circuit IN 19 680.00 133.00 537.00 10.00 0.00
DeKalb County IL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Denver CO 14 835.50 98.00 727.50 10.00 0.00
Des Moines lA 18 817.25 126.00 681.25 10.00 0.00
Detroit MI 73 4,732.00 522.00 4,200.00 10.00 0.00 280.00
Detroit Suburban West MI 19 1,152.00 133.00 1,009.00 10.00 0.00 60.00
Detroit West MI 18 1,246.46 89.00 1,147.46 10.00 0.00 65.00
Diablo Valley CA 13 1,771.00 91.00 1,670.00 10.00 0.00
Dundee IL 16 703.00 93.00 600.00 10.00 0.00
DuPagelL 9 1,026.00 63.00 953.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
East Bay CA 21 1,657.00 147.00 1,500.00 10.00 0.00
East Central Illinois IL 9 391.00 63.00 318.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
Elgin IL 12 1,082.00 72.00 1,000.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
ElmIL 22 3,000.00 154.00 ^836.00 10.00 0.00
Elmore OH 13 349.00 76.00 273.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
Evansville IN 16 555.00 95.00 450.00 10.00 0.00
Fair-Med-Ow MN 0 63.73 0.00 63.73 0.00 0.00
Fort Wayne IN 73 1,796.95 496.00 1,290.95 10.00 0.00 65.00
Four Winds 48 1,114.62 238.00 876.62 0.00 0.00 60.00
Geiseman Memorial IL 37 1,885.50 259.00 1,616J0 10.00 0.00 10.00
Glenbrook IL 46 6,132.00 322.00 5,800.00 10.00 0.00
Gold Coast PL 7 59.00 49.00 0.00 10.00 0.00
Greater Dayton OH 9 546.00 63.00 473.00 10.00 0.00 40.00
Greater Rint MI 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
Greater Joliet Area IL 7 117.47 49.00 58.47 10.00 0.00
Greater Kansas CiQr KS 51 1,783.00 339.00 1,434.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
Greater Peoria IL 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Greater Phoenix AZ 5 49.00 35.00 14.00 0.00 0.00 10.00
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Chapter M(
Gulf Coast FL
Hammond IN
Harbor Lights CA
Hawaii HI
Houston TX
Hudson-Mohawk NY
Indianapolis IN
Jackson MI
Jacksonville Area IL
Kankakee Valley IL
Kentuckiana KY
Land of Lakes MN
Lincoln NE
Lorain County OH
Madison WI
MasonCounty MI
Maumee Vall^ OH
Medina OH
Merrill WI
Michigan City IN
Middle Tennessee TN
Midland MI
Milwaukee Afternoon WI
Milwaukee Gldn Gems WI
Milwaukee Suburban WI
Minneqwlis MN
Mishawaka-South Bend IN
Mississinewa IN
Mount Clemens Dist MI
Nqjerville IL
Nassau-Suffolk NY
Near North Chicago IL
Neenah-Menasha WI
New Mexico NM
New Orleans LA
Niagara Falls NY
North East PA
North I^ont Range CO
Northem New Jers^ NJ
Northern \%ginia VA
Northwest Comer WA
Omaha NE
Orange CounQr CA
Oregon Trail OR
Orlando FL
OshkoshWI
Park Ridge IL
Pikes Peak CO
Puget Sound WA
Quad City Area lA
QuincylL
Racine WI
Rochester MI
Rochester MN
Rochester NY
Rockford IL
Operating/
of Univ Project Guild Bed& Living
nbers Total Fund Fund Special Brkfs Books
15 387.00 217.00 150.00 20.00 0.00 60.00
12 685.00 75.00 575.00 10.00 25.00 25.00
8 566.00 56.00 450.00 10.00 50.00 50.00
4 700.00 28.00 662.00 10.00 0.00
13 1,007.00 91.00 866.00 10.00 40.00 25.00
8 813.55 56.00 74735 10.00 0.00 45.00
39 2,100.00 273.00 1,817.00 10.00 0.00 85.00
9 573.00 63.00 500.00 10,00 0.00
17 343.86 119.00 214.86 10.00 0.00
9 1,154.50 63.00 1,08130 10.00 0.00 25.00
15 1,53536 90.00 1,43536 10.00 0.00
14 798.00 98.00 500.00 0.00 200.00
10 798.00 64.00 724.00 10.00 0.00
11 369.00 59.00 300.00 10.00 0.00
16 2,908.00 112.00 2,786.00 10.00 0.00 40.00
7 19835 49.00 139.25 10.00 0.00
12 319.43 91.00 218.43 10.00 0.00
9 244.00 63.00 171.00 10.00 0.00
25 808.00 157.00 641.00 10.00 0.00 10.00
20 1,508.00 140.00 1,358.00 10.00 0.00
4 263.00 28.00 225.00 10.00 0.00
28 1,953.75 196.00 1,747.75 10.00 0.00
21 653.00 88.00 555.00 10.00 0.00 115.00
10 255.00 70.00 175.00 10.00 0.00
65 4,96930 455.00 4,50430 10.00 0.00 160.00
26 1,692.00 182.00 1,500.00 10.00 0.00
50 2,900.50 311.00 2,579.50 10.00 0.00 45.00
4 64.00 28.00 26.00 10.00 0.00
20 2,325.00 119.00 2,196.00 10.00 0.00 40.00
14 38830 77.00 30130 10.00 0.00
47 2,524.15 337.00 2,127.15 10.00 50.00 45.00
1 7.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 300.00 50.00 240.00 10.00 0.00
10 455.00 70.00 375.00 10.00 0.00
14 1,593.50 105.00 1,103.50 0.00 385.00 45.00
15 462.00 99.00 353.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
18 763.00 120.00 633.00 10.00 0.00
0 10.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 0.00
0 510.00 0.00 500.00 10.00 0.00
25 999.00 175.00 814.00 10.00 0.00 45.00
3 199.00 21.00 48.00 10.00 120.00
25 2.629.00 169.00 2,450.00 10.00 0.00 5.00
27 1,999.00 189.00 1,800.00 10.00 0.00 225.00
7 49.00 14.00 25.00 10.00 0.00
25 2,735.00 175.00 2,550.00 10.00 0.00 35.00
8 616.00 56.00 550.00 10.00 0.00 45.00
33 1,441.00 231.00 1,200.00 10.00 0.00 35.00
6 191.00 42.00 139.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
12 2,265.00 84.00 2,126.00 10.00 45.00 140.00
50 2,257.00 347.00 1,900.00 10.00 0.00 55.00
17 1,02030 119.00 891.50 10.00 0.00
10 174.00 14.00 150.00 10.00 0.00
26 4,353.00 333.00 4,000.00 20.00 0.00
0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
49 5,608.00 343.00 5,180.00 10.00 75.00 125.00
9 76.00 36.00
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30.00 10.00 0.00
Operating/
No. of Univ Project Guild Bed& Living
Chapter Members Total Fond Fund Special Brkfs Books
Saddleback ValleyCA 0 80.00 0.00 80.00 0.00 0.00
Saginaw MI 87 6.390.00 554.00 5,826.00 10.00 0.00 546.00
Sl Louis MO 92 4,119.00 665.00 3,344.00 10.00 100.00 300.00
St PaulMN 23 919.00 134.00 775.00 10.00 0.00 5.00
St Petersburg FL 39 3,401.00 273.00 2,888.00 10.00 230.00 15.00
San Diego CA 15 1,015.00 105.00 900.00 10.00 0.00 25.00
San Fernando Valley CA 8 356.00 56.00 300.00 0.00 0.00 35.00
San Francisco-BayshoreCA 7 1,059.00 49.00 1,000.00 10.00 0.00
San Gabriel Valley CA 12 430.00 70.00 350.00 10.00 0.00 115.00
Santa Clara Valley CA 9 332.75 63.00 259.75 10.00 0.00 10.00
Sebewaing MI 12 373.00 63.00 300.00 10.00 0.00 75.00
S^mourlN 18 230.00 120.00 100.00 10.00 0.00
Shawano WI 20 850.00 140.00 700.00 10.00 0.00 20.00
Sheboygan WI 31 1,792.00 217.00 1,565.00 10.00 0.00
South Carolina SC 5 279.00 35.00 234.00 10.00 0.00
S. Central Pennsylvania PA 12 552.93 84.00 458.93 10.00 0.00 40.00
South Lake County IN 15 508.00 102.00 396.00 10.00 0.00
Southtowns of Erie Cty NY 10 938.00 58.00 870.00 10.00 0.00 5.00
Spokane WA 11 1,208.00 77.00 1,121.00 10.00 0.00
Sun City AZ 48 1,688.00 333.00 1,345.00 10.00 0.00 60.00
Tampa FL 10 670.00 70.00 590.00 10.00 0.00
Traverse City Northwoods MI 19 275.00 115.00 150.00 10.00 0.00
Union County OH 18 656.25 78.00 568.25 10.00 0.00 10.00
Valparaiso IN 125 8,652.64 801.00 6,596.00 10.00 1,245.64 260.00
Walla WaUaWA 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Washington DC 41 1,042.00 287.00 700.00 10.00 45.00 15.00
Wausau WI 18 387.50 126.00 251.50 10.00 0.00 10.00
Western Reserve OH 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
>Wnter Haven FL 22 2,384.00 154.00 2,100.00 10.00 120.00 50.00
Individuals 0 999.70 0.00 999,7P 0.00 0,OQ 305,PO
TOTAL 2,748 170,804.58 18,470.00 148,268.94 1,210.00 2,855.64 4,806.00
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LIVING BOOKS MEMORIALS
The followingLiving Book Memorials, given from
March 1,1990 through September 30,1990, totaled
$3,435.50.
Ann Arbor MI Clintonville WI Greater Dayton OH
Edna B. Bemthal Art Nelson Dave Hill
Appleton WI Covered Bridge WI Greater Flint MI
Darlene Gnewuch's Mother Zalaire A. Fellows Clarence Crawford
Niesje Heerman Allen Eisner
David Wage Detroit MI
Peter Collins Greater Kansas City KS
Aurora IL Ted Koehler Karl E. Fimhaber
George Ball Maureen Oglesby
Greater Phoenix AR
Battle Creek MI Detroit Suburban West MI Velma L. Danner
Florence Hooth Elsie Christiansen
Monroe Mund Hammond IN
Buffalo NY Ida Schafer Lydia Hanneman
Ellen Wamer Haensly John Zachau
Adele Wendelin Detroit West MI
Doris Drews Wennerstrom Mrs. Emma Clay Indianapolis IN
Joseph A. Kalchbrenner
Chicago NW Suburban IL Elgin EL Walter J. Weber
Minnie Jones Dr. Leo Richey Richard Woodward
Charles Sandersfeld Adell M. Rieke
Raymond"Duke"Henpondt Jacksonville Area EL
Chicago South Suburban Ann Lockhart
IL Elmore OH
Sigmund Jamrose Henry Eckenfels Lincoln NE
Charles Schultz Rev. Alfred Ernst
Fort Wayne IN
Chicago West Suburban IL Martin Baumgartner, Sr. Maumee Valley OH
Rev. John Spomer Lillian Helberg
Martha Swift Four Winds
Jim Albers' Father Merrill WI
Cincinnati OH Lydia Hannemann Esther Wilbur
Norma C. Klausing Burdette Wright
Middle Tennessee TN
Cleveland OH Geiseman Memorial IL Ron Bader
Henry Eckenfels Ruth Weiss
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Milwaukee Afternoon WI
Waldemar Albers
Norman Halden
Mrs. Myrtle Lucht
Irma Schmalz
Mrs. Dorothy Stmtz
Milwaukee Suburban WI
Carl Elliott
>?Wlmer Grunwald
Arthur Nelson
Herbert Pingel
Shirley Erdman Riley
Julie Wilke Schulz
Mishawaka-South Bend IN
Gertrude Reamer
Lolah Rintzsch
Sandra Felton Roberts
Mt. Clemens MI
Wilhelmina Barr
Nassau-Suffolk NY
Martha C. Morton
David Ruppel
New Orleans LA
Leah Huber
North East Penn PA
Ilah Klenz
Omaha NE
Louis Knipchilds
Orange County CA
Herbert Richter
Orlando FL
Lydia Riethmeier
Howard Schreiber
Fred Steuber
Puget Sound WA
Pastor Reinhold Bekemeier
Quad City IL-IA
Clara Jeude
50th Ann. of Amold and
Marea Likeness
Rochester NY
Rose M. Gagliano
Joel Hartmeister
Doris Wennerstrom
Saginaw MI
Elta E. Bluemlein
William Dutcher
Scott Jordan
Irma Martini
Mrs. Eric (Marie) Nehls
Lydia Riethmeier
Mrs. Fred (Frieda) Storm
Mrs. Ralph (Clara) Stroebel
St. Louis MO
Linda Colberg
San Diego CA
Jo Schulenburg Feller
San Fernando Valley CA
Irma Schmalz
San Gabriel Valley CA
Vivian Anglin
Gilbert Bergsleien
Stanley Victor Weber
Cecil Gilbert Young
Sebewaing MI
Leonard Aumann
Margaret Gaeth
Mrs. Irma Martini
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Shawano WI
Raymond Gruietzmacher
William H. Meyer
Sheboygan WI
Helen Harder
Southtowns of Erie County
NY
Mrs. Emma Hoppe
Sun City AZ
Rev. Martin Baumgaeitner
Eleanore Recla
Valparaiso IN
Rev. Harold Hecht
Cecil Young
Wausau WI
Mrs. Otto Jahns (Gertrude)
Individual
\^llhelmina M. Barr
Joyce SchulenburgFeller
Hulda Knopke
Charles Lucksinger
Eric Mpissler
Mary Rotie-Rotie
Irma Schmalz
Doris Wennerstrom
GIFTS
to the
CURRENT PROJECT
of the
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GUILD
Donald Beese
Elta Bluemlein
Harold Denig
Lydia Riethmeier
tLk IJan Robertson
Gladys Scharrer
Fred Steuber
Gifts to the Current Project of the Guild have been made on behalfof individuals in
the amount of $190.00.
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CELEBRATION CARDS
"Forwhat thanksgiving canwe render toGodfor you, for all the joywhich wefeelfor your sake
beforeour God..." I Thessalonians,3:9
Edna S. Adams
Walter and Dorothy Bleke
Sehna Busse
Sue Ebert
Jill Elmers
Dr. Jack A. Geistlinger
The Rev. Walter L. Gienapp
Mr. and Mrs. Martin T. Grothe
Rev. and Mrs. Rudolph Haak
Aaron Christopher Knott
Mr. and Mrs. Theo. C. KrSeger
Mildred and Theodore Kru^
Otto and Evelyn Leich^^
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Likeness
The Rev. Karl E. Lutze
Karl Lutze
Corliss Marowske
Milwaukee SuburbanChapterof V. U. Guild
Melvin and Adah Mueller
Betsy Nagel
Ruth Ressmeyer Nutzel
Rev. Walter C. Roschke
Judy and Mel Rullman
'. and Mrs. Erwin Sattelmeier
Johl^and Georgianne Schroeder
ev. Walter C. Schultz
Celebration cards have been given withjoy on occasion of baptisms, confirmations, weddings,
anniversaries, recovery from illness, birthof a child. Gifts in honorof the abovepersons totaled
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